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THE COMMUNITY CHEST

THREE-TIMES -A-WEEK
Siibsrrlptlnna 63 00 per year payable ln
advance: sir ele coplea three centa
Advertising rates baaed upon circula
tion a id very reasonable
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
Ti'* Rorkland Oaaette waa eatabllahed
In 1646 In 1674 lhe Courier waa eatab
llahed and ron«ollda"ed with the Oazette
In ISS3 The rree Preaa waa eatabllahed
In 1694 and In I8*»l changed Ita name to
the Tribune Theae papera consolidated
March 17 1607

Dll lge nor la the mother of good ♦
w

luck —Pranklln.

THE LINCOLN BAPTISTS
Memorial

Service

In

Connection

With Quarterly Meeting At MontvlUe

The fall sc-sion of the Lincoln Bap
tist Assoc at Ion will be held Friday
ln the Bapti t Church at South
Montvllle. of wh'ch Rev H W Nut
ter ls pastor. The program, based
on standard time, follows:
Mem I ng session—030 devotions.
•The Source of Our l ove " R“v Lou's
Watson: 10 00. Word' of Welcome
Deacon Charles Adams: Reply: 10 15
Businas*, Minuses of last Quarterly
Meeting; appolrtment of committees
10 35 Made offering. 10 56. Sermon.
Rev H A. Welch: 11 30 Dinner Hour
Afternoon session—100 Devotions.
•The Object of Our Love.” Rev. C
L. Peaslec; 1.20 Address. "Revitaliz
ing the Church.” Rev Charles Marstaller: 150 Music Offering; 3.10.
Historical Sketch of the Life and
Ministry of Rev Fbenezer Knowlton
Res’ H W. Nutter; 250. Address
Hon Corl E Milliken; 3 30. Memorial
Service at Grave of Rev Ebenezer
Knowlton. Res J 8. Pendleton: $00

Supper Hour
Evening tesfion—6 30 devotions. Rev
O P. Currier; 6 45 Mu*lc. Offering:
7.00. Addre"— The Layman In Soul
Winning ” Dr H V Tweedie
7.20. Sermon — "The Church
Aflame ' R:v. J C MacDonald
This aea'ion of the Association Is
held in connection with the memo
rial eervioe* for the late Rev Eben
ezer Knowlton who spent hts wonder
ful Ood-given abllitie' for the most
part. In Montvllle. Rev Mr Knowl
ton was the grandfather of forme'
Oov Carl E Milliken who is to be
present.

CAMDEN IS HAPPY
Camden's textile milts — Knox
Woolen Oo. Camden Woolen Mill, J
H. Hughes and the Scabr.ght Woven
Pelt Mill—are all busy, employing ap
proximately 600 person
The pay
roll is raid to be cn an average of
about 19000 a week.
SEPTEMBER ONLY

Never Before At
This Low Price!

RYTEX
DOUBLE-CHECK
PRINT ED STATIONERY
200 SINGLE SHEETS
100 ENVELOPES
OR
100 DOUBLE SHEETS
100 ENVELOPES

i

10c Extra
Postage

INCLUDING PRINTING!
Choice of Name and Address on
Sheets and Envelopes, Monogram
or Monogram and Address on
Sheets and two-line address dn
Envelopes. A fine, smooth Vellum
paper with tiny checks in grey or
ivory.
Printing In Blue, Red,
Brown or Black ink.

At This amazingly low price for
September only! Buy a supply
now for future use!
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MANY ELKS AT CONVENTION

Volume 90.................... Number 1 I 5.

THREE CENTS A COPY

ADVISOR TO A KING

EXPECTS A “HANDLE” OF $40,000

Knox County Boys Who Are
Taking Active Part In the
Other Cities
Noting that William C Bird, execu

tive vice president of the Pro-phylac-ttc Brush Co., of Northampton.

Rockland Lodge Did the Honors—A Gardiner Frank Whitman, the Pari-Mutuel Man, Is Opti- Warren Boy Holds the Purse Strings In Ethiopia
and Is Faithful To His Trust
Lawyer Elected President
mistic About the Union Races

the numbers to pass through the
gates to a new high figure.
The free-for-all will be run this
the local Community Chest campaign,
afternoon along with two other excit
recalls his former activities in similar
ing races.
Rockland campaigns, where he was
The list of exhibits is very large.
always among the most vigorous
Visitors to the fair this morning
workers and left a record ln that con
predict the biggest show ever.
nection which he should be proud to
Many local stores will close tomor
look back upon It was excellent ex
row afternoon so that the employes
perience gained in those campaigns,
can attend this great event.
which will admirably fit him for the
A glance at the stables yesterday
Northampton Job. ln which the city
showed 60 horses ready for the word
of 23.000 population goes out to raise
The track is in splendid condition,
a 640,000 Chest.
and aeccording to R. M McKinley,
SL Paul's Fifteen Years
the race manager should be a second
Coincidentally with news of what
fatter than ever before. From the
the Massachusetts city is doing comes
quarter pole to the upper turn lt
a line from Oeorge W. Robinson, our
has been raised 12 inches, and the
former Thomaston boy, now one of
bonking Itself, has been raised 24
the prominent business men of St.
feet. It is said on good authority
Paul. Minn., who writes that through
that there are 20 horses on hand
his copy of The Courier-Oazette he
which cam do 2 07, which is a re
kept tabs on Rocklands recent Chest
minder that the present track record
campaign and noted with much grati
2 05 is held by BUly 8trathmore. and
fication the success of it.
was made July 20, 1934
"Thinking tt might be of some in
Volorida during the meet wUl try
terest to you.” he adds. T am send
to break the state record for twoing you, herewith, a fifteen-year re
year-olds now held by the mare
port. compiled by the secretary of our
Marile Hanover
Chest here. You may find It inter
The entry list for the North Knox
esting ln showing you what has been
races contains some of the fastest
accomplished in St Paul, and the
Horses in (Maine, with some from
Sunday
relative success we have met ln taking
Ma'sachawtts
Connecticut
and
The concluding feature of the
care of the situation."
Quebec The list follows:
Rockland convention was the ban
It is a beautifully printed docu
Faro. Lyman Truworthy. Blue Hill.
quet. served at the Home at 130 p. m.
ment of 40 pages that "Bill" has sent,
Jessie Napoleon. S Whitcomb
! The SmitB-sonians of Belfast fur
Waterville
reviewing in detail the work each 4Jb-rt C. Jone*. retiring president,
nished excellent music and there
spoke in a spirit of optimism
year of the 15. with a total Chest
Calumet Charlea Dolly Azoff. Chief, were vocal and instrumental numbers
The »ord Straight means lo bet a tan. Robert 8vmbol and Quiz. A. H.
expenditure of $10,000,000, contributed
by several en’ertainers
horse to wrin or finish first Place
by the generous people of the city.
The Orand Lodge was represented
It was quite the consensus of means a horse has finished second in Haves. Manchester. Conn
Laurel Hanover. Worthy Hanover.
The St. Paul brochure will go on file by District Deputy Grand Exalted opinion that M was the best conven
a race Show means a horse to be Mildred May. Volrida Carthage and
with the Chamber of Commerce as a Ruler Clarence H Thyng of Sanford, tion the Association has held.
third On stralgh* tickets purchased, Bobelwin. Sullivan * McWhinney.
source of inspiration in future cam who spoke briefly.
you buv them for the horse to be flrst Machias
paigns
The buiness ression was held Sun
in a race Should your horse win.
VETERANS COUNTED
Frank Hanover and Miss Jo Han
The Community Chest Is a splendid day forenoon and in connection with
the number on your ticket will be
over. M H Richardson Old Town
Institution that cannot be spared. it was a memorial service for John
displayed en the result board opposi’e
Su'an Azoff end Dr Harover, J
Rockland ts proud to be counted in P. Welch, chaplain of the Associa Skowhegan Scores Thrice On
the Grand Stand Now when you
tion
since
its
inception:
and
Her

the country's steadily growing list of
the Less Experienced Rock pick a horse to place, you believe the O PUlsburv. Unity.
8ilver Evans. Knight At Hunt Port
bert J Welch, who was Judge of thc
them.
horse arill be second or better. A
land High Boys
Fairfield .
Portland Municipal Court. Th- serv
horse that is first or second makes a
John Judy. H. C. Buzzell. Belfast
ice was conducted by C. Dwight
VAN RITER-BL'ROESS
Rockland High held a veteran and place ticket good When you bet a
Red SUk. H J. Lovell. Belfast
Stevens
heavier Skowhegan team even for : horse to show, you believe the horse
Everett Van Riter of Mountain
Poll, and Alvin Guy. H. C. Buzzell,
Paul F Fitzpatrick of Gardiner,
one half Saturday only to succumb j will
third or better Should a
Belfast
View. N J . and Miss Estella Burgess who was elected president, is an at
horse won. be recond or third and you
Aria H H Blaisdell. Surry.
of 'Lincolnville Beach were married In torney and a past exalted ruler of in the second half allowing Skow
bet him to be third your show ticket
Joe Watts Howard Willard Lime
New York. Sept 14, but the interest the Gardiner ledge. Other officers hegan to .score three touchdowns.
Is cashable
ing fact did not become known to elected were: Clarence H Thyng,
From appearance in the first half | An explanation on figuring mutuel stone
Laddy Mac. Claire Pollard Marfriends in Knox and Waldo Counties Sartfo-d. first vice president; Arthur
It looked »» if both teams were even odds. The total amount- of money sardis
until the last of the week The couple C Labbe Augu'ta. second vice presi
bet tn the Straight Division is sepa
ladv Locket Royal Hanover, and
will spend the winter in St. Peters dent; Arthur J. Lecleur. Biddeford ly matched, and that probably a
rate from what Is called the Phwe
burg. Fla., and will later take up their third vice president; Edward H. scoreless tie would result, but the pool and the Show pool Each pool j Northern Knight. Webber Motor Co ,
permanent residence in Mountain Twomcy. Portland, secretary-treas heavier and more experienced Skow is entirely separate. For instance I Bangor
View Meantime the bride is at her urer and Lester C Ayer. Portland, hegan team packed too much for your number cne or Straight pool j Volunteer. J. C. OetcheU. Brewer
Plucky Pluto. Charles Sheehan.
home. Beach Inn, Lincolnville Beach, trustee for three years
the green and light Rockland eleven amounts to $300 Ten percent la de
where last night home friends and the
A revolution to be forwarded to and when Karls punt went for1 ducted from this aa the Slate requires I Bangor
few remaining summer visitors united the Orand Lodge was adopted asking naught on the 25 yard line Skow leaving a total of $270 to be divided *1 Peter Dale and McKenny Volo. R
in giving her a shower and extend that the Augusta and Oardiner hegan capitalized, scoring the first | among those who have winning, A Jewell. Fairfield
St. Volo. WUllam Nevers, Portland
ing their belated felicitations. Many- Lodges be put back into the Eastern touchdown. The second .vuchdown , ticket* on the winner in the $270 pool
Calumet DevU, Carl Hughes, Ban
presents thus received will aid in start Maine District and that the new’ Bid was scored by line smashing .actics I the winner at $2 that horse would
gor
ing the young couple on their do deford-Saco Lodge be admitted to the and the third resulted when Ooach | pay $9 but should there have been
SLster Express Klata Direct B M.
association
mestic career.
Sezak replaced his first team with 100 tickets on the winner the ticket
The bridegroom is a building con
Albert C. Jones the retiring presi the second, third and fourth elevens. would pay $2 70. Small pay-offs tn and Calumet Chrusler. Roy Harris
tractor and a young man of fine per dent of the Association, delivered an For Skowhegan. Pomerleau, Flem mutuel betting is due to the fact Gardiner.
Jingle Bells. Harry Clukey Dexter.
sonality. The bride is a daughter of address, which follows:
ming and Demo starred For Rock everyone believes a horse to be the
Sister Napoleon. Harc'.d Burgess
Mrs John McIntire, and graduated
land. Lord. Karl, Skinner and best and bets on him.
President Jones* Address
Rockland.
from Rockland High School two
•
•
•
•
Crockett did good work.
Tbp Worthy. Waldoboro Oarage.
Each year since its Inception in
years ago. To the hundreds of patrons
Of course, the so-called long shot
Waldoboro.
1929.
the
scepter
of
Elkdom
in
our
Rorkland <«)
Skowhegan (20)
at Beach Inn she is known as the
winning la created by there being
Calumet Bassett. Pred Car ini
young lady in charge of the dining State Association held high by suc Murgita. Hanley. Raye. re,
only a few tickets to divide in the
cessive
hands,
has
gone
steadily
for

le. Greenleaf, Staples. Petee pool. Por instance, there were two Rockland.
room, where her gracious manner has
Junior Senator, George Reed. North
won for her an exceptionally large ward While it is true that we have Oray, Ayotte. Mazzeo, Suke
tickets on the winner in the $270 pool,
encountered obstacles that have re forth. rt,
Bucksport.
It,
Flemming.
Walker
thia would make each ticket worth
circle of friends.
sulted In failure, the year Just pa'sed Turner, pronkie. Marsh, DanlZymri,. M. P. Stevens. Dover-Fox
$135 Now the same thing applies to
has shown a restoration of morale, a
croft.
ello.
rg.
IS.
Lew^i
PUBLIC NOTICE
the Place pool. After the 10 percent
Edna Klyo, M. P. Stevens, DoverUnder the provisions of Section 67. renewing of aggressiveness and a LaCrosse, Black. Duff, c.
Is deducted from the total amount in
Chapter 38. of the Biennial Revision, all stronger effort toward the accom
Foxcroft.
c.
Pomerleau
persons transporting deer must identify
the pool which we will say Ls $400
Jeanne Truex. W. Dupont. St. Hyatheir deer at one of the Inspection sta plishment of the works we set out to Peterson. Crane, Anderson, Cucleaving a balance of $360 to be divid
tions established by the Commissioner of do.
Inland Fisheries and Oame.
Any
clnlello. lg.
IX- Whitney. Hurley ed among the winning tickets. Now. clnthe, Que.
person who transports a deer without
Through no fault of ours, the ritu Morgan. Mitchell, Coombs,
Dock Volo and Czar Frisco, Warren
as two horses, stand for money we
having hls deer Inspected may be sum
Malcolm.
Augusta. •
monsed to court and may have hla deer alistic contest among our subordi
Ellingwood. lt
divide the $360 by two which leaves
seized and forfeited to the State. The nate lodges failed to materialize. To
Calumet Brownie, Henry Clukey,
following have been appointed for the
rt, McGuire, White. Roderick $180. The amount of place tickets
offset that, we were Ins’rumental in
hunting season of 1935:
Rockland
Lord, Thompson, Spofford, le,
that are bet on the horse that was
KNOX COUNTY
the forming and organizing of the
Viking, (Peter Azoff. EJotine and
re,
Pettee
flrst,
and
the
amount
bet
on
the
Appleton. Mrs. Leslie Hall
new Lodge of Biddeford-Saco No.
Rosllndale, P. O. Colburn. FarmingBurkettville. Chas. Miller
Karl, East, Crockett, qb.
horse to be second Ls divided back in
Oamden. Arthur Dougherty
1597. We are making progress in the
qb, Hawes. Bullet the same way that your division was ton.
Cushing. J. J Fales
Incorporating of our Elks Home for
East Friendship, Carl Fales
Miss Berrydale and Red Gratton.
Knowlton. Huntley, Karl. Don
in vour straight pool. In the Show
Hope, Lee Weaver
William Wright. Pitchburg. Mass
Rockland. Community Service Station Crippled Children and its fulfill
dis.
Hickman,
lhb.
lhb.
Demo
pool practically, the same system Ls
South Hope. A. W Heath
ment ls shortly to be realized
Hanover Currier and Tom Hardy,
Tenants Harbor. Herbert A. Harris
carried on here excepting you have
In our haste to identify the bad Crockett. Skinner, Mazzeo, rhb.
Thomaston. E A. Anderson
H. J. Lovell. Belfast
rhb.
Atkinson
three horses that should win money
Union, W C. Abbott
things of life we generally fall to
Lou Star and Norman Harvester
Warren. Cogan tc Drewltt
Thc horse that Ls first, the horse that
Washington. Harold Linscott
notice the good things, and so it is. I Accardl. Rawley, Billings, fb
A. F Pinkham. Bangor
West Washington. Chas. Bowman
fb, Oddy. Finnemore is icccnd and the horse that is third.
that we never come to fully under
June Ross. W. Rouillard Belgrade.
• • • •
Touchdowns, Demo 3; points after
stand that somehow things have a
Peter Simmons, A F Smith, Au
Union Fair got underway this
way of balancing themrelves. that touchdowns. Oddy, 2. Time, four 10
gusta.
tears never come unless smiles minute periods. Referee, Wotton morning for Its 66’h consecutive year
Lu Hall. A W. Drake, Albion
(Bowdoin). Umpire, Fowler (Colby). of operation. A large crowd ls ex
follow.
John R. McElywln. Camp Guy, Ar
pected this afternoon for the races, thur Mower and Capital Stock. Mrs.
Much is being written and .'aid Head linesman. Glover (Hebron).
and this evening for thc night show Prances Dibble, Newburyport.
these days about the depression and
Almost Instant Relief From Upset
• • • •
The weather man Ls optimistic and
the evils it lias heaped upon, us.
Stomach and Trial is Proof. 25c.
"Only a few years ago said Almon
with three fair days all attendance
Little is being said about tlie entries
Young, “they used to run Union Pair
on the other side of the ledger. Turn
records should be shattered.
the picture of slack business, nuemPresident Clarence Leonard and on 3 kilowatts. This fea«on it Is using
A. B. Crocker
ployment, and embarrassed govern
hls committee report that the 10.000 120 kilowatts the decorations in front
FOR INDIGESTION
free admission tickets distributed of the grandstand alone requiring 20
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
through the grade schools of Knox, The Carnival is larger and Its wants
I notice you have added a new Lincoln, Waldo and Kennebec Coun are consequently greater. Thc wir
DANCING AT
“nature writer" to your staff. Wel ties have been very much in demand ing. done under Mr. Young's super
come to our N. C. C.l
and that the extra thousands of vision. by a crew of Central Maine
Brother Longfellow was right:
young folks in attendance will swell experts, is a special installation from
"Cato learned Greek at eighty.
the transmission line.
Goethe i»t Weimar tolling to the last.
• • • •
THURSDAY NIGHT (SEPT. 26)
Completed Fauet when eighty yeara
were poet.
The
superintendency
of
the
WESS DAVYS and his ROYAL AMBASSADORS
These are exceptions; but they show
How lar the gulf-strezm of our youth
grounds this yur falls into the hands
may flow
Into the arctic regions of our lives.
SATURDAY NIGHT (SEPT. 28)
FRIDAY EVG., SEPT. 27 of Carl Mitchell, who has always had
When little else than life Itself sur
the interests of the fair at heart, and
HIGHLAND GRANGE HALL
JERRY SANSON and hi» BLUEJACKETS
vives”.
v/ho will give to this job the benefits
WARREN. ME.
THURSDAY NIGHT, OCT. 3—DON WARNO and hls ROYAL
Youth has not all.
Prizes Given.
Admission 15c, 25c
KNIGHTS, featuring AUDREY WARNO—an all colored band
Somerville, (Mass., Sept 23
(Continued on Page Right)
Mass., has been drafted for service ln

■e-
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Disciples of thc BPO.E to the ment. with which most of us are so
number of about 175 gathered in this familiar completely over, then look
for a moment at the other side.
city Sunday to attend the annual
There were 30.355 npw members
meeting of the Maine Elks Associa who joined our ranks the past year;
tion. Many of the visitors arrived 19 826 former members were rein
Saturday night and were tendered stated. and 6684 applications are
awaiting initiation. The astounding
an informal celebration at the Elks
sum of $1390 386 was expended for
Home, with dancing as part of the charitable, welfare and patriotic ac
festivities. That the order contains tivities by Elkdom as a whole.
some excellent singers was evident
In closing- a* the passing world
to those who came within the scope observes each of us in our dally life
of the jollification
and ln our behavior as Elks, what we
do. indicated to the world and lo our
community what Elkdom stands for
and what Elkdom accomplishes—so.
you my brothers, each in your own
community, your new officer* ooon
to be elected and installed, look con
fidently to each of you for the same
interest, tl* -'arne oWa™*
same spirit of co-operation, that you
have shown in the past I am truly
grateful to you
for the co-°Peration and support given me this past
year and I trust that I still merit
your confidence and esteem
Waterville Oardiner and Lewiston
are claimants for the distinction of
entertaining the seventh annual con
vention next year, and the .'election
will be made by the officers chosen

North Knox patrons today will
make the acquaintance of Frank
Whitman, where home is tn Putnam.
Conn but whose breezy mannerisms
are far more suggestive of the great
West He has charge of the pari
mutuel betting system at the Union
Fair and what he doesn't know
about lt is not really worth knowing
He has been al! over the Maine cir
cuit, except the State Fair at Lewis
ton and has four more weeks to go.
after the Union Fair Is over
“When I prophecled that the pari
mutuel betting would reach half a
million dollars ln this State," he told
a Courier-Oazette reporter yesterday,
“they raid I was dippy, but you may
be Interested to know that the total
Is already $370000 and writh four
more fairs to be heard from, in addi
tion to Union. I have no dcubt that
my prediction will be fulfilled
"How much do I expret will be bet
at Union FU’.r? Well I am predict
ing a handle of $40 000 for the
three regular days of the fair, or
$50 000 lf the races continue through
the week."
The betting booths were complet
ed yesterday, and the bulletin board
and announcements will furnish all
possible informati'n for the benefit
of the uninitiated.
You wtll hear a great deal about
"straight" “place" and "show" this
week and It's best you understand
what it all means
• • • •

Reaches Stomach
Ready To Act

Bell-ans

THE SAUNTERER

OCEAN VIEW BALL ROOM

MASQUERADE BALL

despatch the Emperor, but a rendezvous for
all lonely Americans, to whom Mrs.
Colson Is a charming and hospitable
hostess.
Colson has declined several offers
of decorations for his services.
Born ln Warren in 1885, son of
opia, carried on yesterday at Emp
Andrew
eror Halle Selassie's side despite David and Mary Colson.
doctor's orders to seek a lower alti Colson became motherless when but
an Infant and was reared by an aunt
tude.
Throughout the present crisis Col and hls grandmother.
CoLson was frail in health dur
son has been constantly at hls em
ployer's elbow, guiding thc Imperial ing hls youth and thus was forced
to miss much of early grade school
hand.
Most of Selassie's speeches, radio ing But hls days at home caused
by Illness were not Idle days for he
utilized hls time ln reading until, as
hls schoolmaster said, he was able
to read print as readily upside down
as rightside up. Hls grade achool
and home educational training was
followed by two terms at Warren
high school Then he attended busi
ness college in Boston which laun
ched him on hls career ln foreign
lands At the age of 19 he was ap
pointed government stenographer
ln the Philippine Islands. Next he
went to China where he was United
States marshal ln Canton.
After a trip back home he re
turned to the Philippines as director
of the United States Civil Service
there. He served 11 years ln Haiti
ln government service and partici
pated In the World War ln Franco
Colson went to Ethiopia ln 1920 to
accept the unofficial title of finan
cial advisor to the Emperor. The
Everett A. Colson, native of War "King of Ktngs" was so impressed
ren. Maine, much in the worlds with hls ability, judgment and tact
eye as war nears Ethiopia
that his powers and Influence over
Halle Selassie's government have
broadcasts and state papers have since been greatly broadened.
been prepared with Colson's advice
In fact the shrewd mind of a
Wtth Jacques Auboreon. Swiss legal Maine man can be visualized be
adviser, and Gen De Vergln. military hind the scene of this momentous
adviser, Colson completes what for drama which threatens to hurl great
eigners here call the “Holy Trinity" Nations into armed conflict. It ls
or Selassie's shadow Cabinet.
Colson who ls generally credited
CoLson. who was once a poor boy with having Inspired the well
ln Warren Me , began hls financial balanced, restrained policy of the
administrative experience in 1904, Emperor ln not provoking Italy dur
when he was chief of the Civil Serv ing the mounting crisis and also tn
ice Bureau in the Philippine Islands calming the fiery tribal chiefs who
Alter serving as auditor ln the are clamoring for action to repel ttie
American Expeditionary Force ln threatening advance ol an Italian
Prance Colson went to Haiti as an army.
assistant to the American financial
Colson's ls a mammoth Job. In
adviser and remained there several addition to assisting hi the solution
years.
of the many vexing problems grow
He came to Ethiopia in 1930 Since ing out of the Italian colonial ex
then the shy. taciturn Yankee has pansion campaign and dealing with
held the purse strings of the African Intricate matters of finance affect
Empire, giving out money sparingly ing mobilization and maintenance of
on the basis of true New England field armies to defend Ethiopia ln
frugality.
case of Invasion, Colson grapples
Colson's constant inspiration and with myriad other problems of
support ls his equally modest and re national Importance Including the
tiring wife, who was formerly Anna supervision of general government
Johnson of Greenup County. Ken revenue.
tucky. She was educated at Ashland
A work day of 20 hours is noth
Ken., and Ironton. O.
ing new to Colson. He divides hts
The Colsons have one son, Edward. time between the palace where he
16. now ln school ln Boston.
confers at great length wtth the
Thetr unpretentious, four-room Emperor, and the dual office of
bungalow here is not only a mecca Ministry of Foreign Affairs and
for persons seeking an audience with Finance.
An

Associated

Press

from Addis Ababa, Ethiopa. says:
Everett Andrews CoLson. Maine
Yankee, who may be described as "a
power behind the throne” ln Ethi

HAD A VARIED EXPERIENCE

Warden-Elect Of State Prison Has Been To the
Wars and Has Even Tended Bar
Edward P. Johnson who enters
upon hls new duties as warden of
the State Prison within a few days,
has had a varieo career some de
tails of which are set forth In an
Interesting Interview which Sam
Conner of the LewLston Journal had (
with him a few days ago.
Hls body has the scars of German
wounds, mementos of the world war.
for he was ln that scrap for two
different stretches.
He went into the ;war early for
shortly after the Germans started
their march across Belgium, he went
to Prance and entered that famous
Prench fighting outfit, the Foreign
Legion. All the world knows that
when there's fighting to be done for
France the Legion is in the fore
front.
It was up in Belgium, at St. Junenne, to be exact, that he felt the
smite of German lead and steel. Six
machine gun bullets smashed into
hls left leg and in a further effort
to make sure that particular Legion
naire was out of the battle a Boch
ripped into hls groin with a bayonet,
cutting off the big muscle and all
but finishing him.
Johnson came out of the hospital
In anything but good condition. As
a fighting man he seemed to be
finished. 8hot and cut up as he
was lt didn't seem that he would
ever be fit for service again, so the
Prench Invalided him.
Bark

to

America came Johnson

He landed In New York on Sept. 17,
1916 He did not come empty hand
ed, for as Johnson says the Prench
knew we were coming ln. He
brought with him plans and details
of the Prench 75 millimeter gun,
which he turned over to the war de
partment.
He went to the Mexican border
where the American Troops were
making thetr famous demonstration
against Mexico and Villa. There he
worked for a time tn a famous club,
but early winter found him back In
New York and In the show business.
He'd been In the theatrical game be
fore but os a stage carpenter.
This time he joined up with a play
called “Experience" and went on the
rood. When the United States de
clared war against Oermany the
(Continued on Page Eight)

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had to live mv lire again I would
have made a rule to read aome poetry
and llaten to aome music at least once
a week The loae of theae tastes la a loaa
of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
A FAREWELL
Mv fairest child. I have no song to give

you;
No lark could pipe to skies no dull and
gray;
Yet, ere we part, one lesson I oan leave
you
For every day.

Be good, sweet maid, and let who will be
clever;
Do noble things, not dream them, all
day long;
And so mske life, death, and that vast
forever
One grand. sweet song
-Charles King-ley,
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He that ts slow to wrath Is of great
understanding —Prov. 14 29
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A DELIGHTFUL TOUR

John L.

NO SIR, SAID NASON

THREE WERE TIED

Goss and Grand- Leader Of Maine G. A. R

daughter Leave For South

Protested

America Saturday

Flag In Parade

a

Every-Other-Day

Open Amateur Tournamnet
At Country Club Wa* a
Spirited Affair

Confederate

IN THF SQIAKJ1) CIRCLE

The open handicap tcumament at'
That gallant globe-trotter. John L . Editor of The Courler-Oazette
the
Rockland Country Club Saturday
It ts from Emerson comes the con* Ooss of Boston and Stonington, sails
In times past I have usually given
resulted tn a tie between Will Girard
fldint assertion that all mankind on board the steamship Santa Lucia i my friends some aocount of what
of Bath. Arthur F.anagan of Rocklove a lover. Today, were he catting next Saturday, accompanied by his; happened on my Journeys to the Na
lend and Stillman Kelley of Camden I
an observing eye over the activities granddaughter. Miss Elizabeth Button tional O. A. R. encampments. The
and Westoa, Mas;.. 75 strokes each.
of car mcdem life, we believe this ot Framingham, Moss., for a 39 days' encampment of this year was held In
Best net score of the day alto was ,
New England poet and philosopher tour, In the course of which they will! Orand Rapids. Mich., a Western city
a
three way tie among Kelley, with j
visit
17
Caribbean
and
South
Ameri-I
would find the suggested place of discf more than 60.000 Inhabitants, and
75-7-68. Oeorge Chapman of Knob- tlrstlon cccuoled by the Fighter can cities. As usual Mr. Ooss will be 1 a beautiful city as viewed by me on
sect Valley, with 79-11-68, and Ar-;
Hew cik?rwl£c are we to explain why I followed to every port of call by his a drive of many miles through, over
thur Burke of Augusta, also with 79-1
thru'tinds cf eager citizens thts eve- favorite home paper, The Courler- and on all sides ot it, in one of the
11-68 In the draw. Kelley took first
nlr.j will crowd into the stadium at Oazette. for while he likes to visit the ' biggest and best make of autes. I
net prize. Chapman second and Burke
NMv York to gaze upon the lively far corners of the world, he also likes was taken by a resident who
third.
spectacl of Mr. Baer and Jaseph to keep in touch with the home folks knew the city.
A toss of the coin gave Girard first'
Louis engaged In demonstrating thc
At Kingston. Jamaica, the first port i But to begin. We left Portland
They’re on hangers now but they
tress award and Flanagan the secono i
potsibllilies of what used In earlier, of call, autos take tourists on a drive , Sept. 7 on a specially chartered train,
gross prize. Kelley's having taken ai
were nrver tailored for thr tire
times to be somewhat poetically through the city to Castleton Oardens.' with the Maine delega'lcn of 17 old
prize in the net division, the third,
some business of hanging around.
denominated the manly art of self • returning to the famed Myrtle Bank Civil War Veterans, thelr relatives
gross prize went to Joe Williams of (
defence Part of the million dollars Hotel for luncheon From Kingston and friends, and including many
Augusta who carded a 77 In spite of
or ro paid at the ticket booths, for the ship proceeds to Chrlstobal. At delegates from societies allied with i They're beautiful, exciting coats
four balls out of bounds
ringside and rearside seats wUl go! lantic entrance to the Panama Canal the O AR On the way we were
and if you nerd a topper now or
Thiriy-ft^ir players competed In
into a community milk fund; and a Included in tlie all-expense itinerary Joined by cars of delegates from
the tournament nnd nine of themi
arr
going
to
.
.
.
thr
sale
is
prac

handsome number of thousands of Is an auto trip to Old Chrlstobal. Bat Massachusetts and Connecticut, all I
i broke 80 for the best low scoring |»r- ]
tically made whrn your shoulders
dollars will be divided among the tery Beach. U. S Army Flying Field. on the same errand We were billed
o utage of the year. Other than the
tattered contestants. Stationed at Oatun Locks and Colono, famous for to make the Journey ln 24 hours
touch these.
prize winners. Rex 8prinkle of River-1
thelr radios, millions of citizens the its cafes and shops. Next day the Starting from Portland Saturday at .
fide
and Haynes Wheeler of Augusta.
country over will follow the progress tourists make the passage o( tne 10 a. m. we arrived at Orand Rapids
Don't misunderstand, please . . .
posted seventy eights and Bill Viles I
cf the encounter, blow by blow.
Panama Canal, arriving al Balboa IT. at about 12 noon Sunday without a
you don't have to purchase. You
of Augusta carded a 79.
And. on the whole, what a com time to stroll around Panama City. mishap, but rain, fog and mist pre
can look aad leave ... try on and
Both Oi'ard and Kelley had good
fortable way to settle differences oi In Balboa an interesting drive takes vented us from seeing the country
chances
for outright, wins until they
pass
on
.
.
.
buL
knowing
you
and
opinion. Bruised countenances and j
them to Old Panama, razed by the through which we pa sed Sunday
leached the 17th hole Beth were but
the garments, we don’t think you'll
rome sorrow of defeat, but soon over < pirate Morgan In 1<71. with Its an- * morning religious services were held
a stroke over par for the first 16 holes1
with pockets lined and applause ring
do anything of the kind.
clent ruins still standing; the Bull while the train was running 40 or
of play but the par five 1 fthcost i
ing in the attent ears. What an
Ring, the Juan Franco Race Track. 50 miles an hour This has awayGirard a seven and Kelley an eight j
txample to recommend to the canMlrainar Club, the Cathedral, the been the custom If 8unday comes
Topcoat*
Kelley evened up with Girard by tak-,
rlderatlon of Mussolini, who with
Presidents Palace, the colorful water- while we are Journeying Many of
Ing a birdie at the home hole, while '
weapons of death in hand ln place of
the Massachusetts and Connecticut
$15.00
to
$25.00
Girard scored an orthodox four J
front, and to Duque Heights where
mitts, stands threatening to launch
delegates came Into our car and
you will have a magnificent pano
Flanagan, younper brother of J tin
upon the world the horrors and the
Joined ln these services This was a
ramic view of the isthmus.
Flanagan. Rockland pro played par
welcome addition and helped "getdt vast a ting costs of a more serious
Then southward through the Pa
golf for 13 holes but lost a stroke
We're showing some very attractive
kind of contest.
tmg acquainted!"
cific to Buenaventura, a rapidly grow
each on the 14th. 15th and 17th holes ’
• • • •
ing city with Interesting shops and
Rockland has lengthened its layout
McGregory Sweater*
In Orand Rapids we were token 'o
INTERESTS TIIE FARMERS
sidewalk cafes. Next comes Ecuador the best hotel ln the City, the Pantby moving back the fourth tee and
with sport back, at
making a semi doglet of the hole. The !
and the trip up the Jungle-bordered lind which was to be the headquar
A Washington despatch tells us
$3.00, $3.50
Ouayas River to Guayaquil, equally ters of tbe Maine delegation, as was
course also has been stiffened by ■
that ham and pickled pork products
making a ball driven into the sixth
famed for its Panama hats and alli the case with several other States:
ftom Oermany. Poland and Canada
fairway trom the fifth tee out of
gator bunts, where a shore trip is pro It was all one could desire for service
have been climbing over tariff walls
bounds.
vided so lhat you may see the city. and comfort Our O A R meeting for
In the wake of the rise in domestic
And you should
these
Sailing from Ouayaquil past the first general business did not begin until
Both the course and the weather
hog prices A western contemporary,
were
nearly ideal for play
rocky promontories of Peru a brief stop midweek, and was somewhat marred
New Shirts
wtth an eye upon what was done to
The summary:
the western farmers, points out that is made at Talara. At Salaverrv a by a strong under-current of old
With the Tnibrniied Collars, at
Stillman F. Kelley. Megunticook',
“Six million pigs destroyed by the special trip te arranged to Trujillo and Southern sentiment. A few went so
75-888
$1.65 and $2.00
Roosevelt New Dealers didn't go to that strange dead pre-Inca city of far as to advocate that tbe old Con
Arthur F. Burke. Augusta. 79-11-68
market, and about a quarter million Chan Chan, once the center of the federate flag, should be carried side
Oeorge D Chapman. Penobscot Val
mamma pigs were sent to elaughter Chlmu Empire with tts crumbling by side the "Stars and Stripes" at the
ley. 79-11-68
by the same set of governmental AAA ruins of magnificent temples and next meeting of the Encampment
Fred Berry. Augusta. 85-16-69.
But our leader from Maine. Col. C.
tinkers to keep baby pigs from com palaces.
The next stop is Callao, the port of E Nason told them in a voice and
Thurlow Kelsey, Wawenock, 91-:
ing along to increase the pork sup
22-89.
ply." For the first six months of the Lima, capital of proud Peru, which te in words that all could hear that this
416 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
R. B. Jackson. Penobscot Valley.
year, statistics show, pork imports reached after a 20 minute drive over a would never be allowed In any O AR
83-14-89.
have amounted to 3 077.934 pounds— beautiful highway. Lying at the foot encampment. And his words were
W. H. Girard. Bath, 75-5-70.
pork that should have been produced of mountains three miles high. Lima greeted with a storm of applause that
BACK TO THE OLD HOl’SE
J. P. Williams. Augusta. 77-7-70.
and sold by American farmers. And was named "’City of the Kings ' be should have made the opponents
M H. Wheeler. Augusta. 78-8-70
American farmers all over the lot are cause of its wealth and magnificence ashamed
And The Changes That A Century
• • • •
Leaving Callao the liner proceeds
Roger Sorrent. Rockland 85-15-70
wise to the New Deal situation.
Of
Time
Hae.
Brought
To
It
It was voted to mtet In Washing-1
to Mollendo and thence to Valparaiso, ,
E. C. Cornells. Megunticook, 86ton. D C in 1936
THE WOMEN WILL BE BUSY
Chile, "The Vale of Paradise."
Mrs. E W Philbrick of Somerville 15-71.
The meeting was not interrupted !
At Valparaiso the return trip to
C. E Oale. Wawenock. 84-12-72.
recently entertained the Philbrick
The sixty-first annual convention New York begins The northward voy by any other unusual event. Wed family at a reunion dinner. In the
W. P. VUes. Augusta. 79-7-72.
cf the National Women's Christian age is varied every day or two by fas nesday morning our grand parad? company were four brothers and
Art Flanagan. Rockland. 75-3-72.
Temperance Union, held at Atlantic cinating visits ashore to many ln- j came off, and a better one I never sisters. H. F. Philbrick of Winthrop;
L. W Lareen, Western View. 88City, voted among other things to trlguing ports and places. Chanaral witnessed. I rode, not feeling able to' E. H. Philbrick of Rockland; Mrs 18-72.
march as did hundreds On the j Nancy Soule of Windsor; and Mra.
continue Its fight for the return of and Antofagasta, the terminus for the J
F. A. Gilman, Jr.. Augusta. 87-14-73.
streets through which we passed I j Charlie Pearl of Concord. N. H. The
Ray Lemieux. Waterville, 80-7-73 !
prohibition, to combat gambling, lot Chile-Bolivia railroad, are important
teries and tobacco The charge was shipping points for copper and ni had. a good view cf most that hap combined ages of thts group totalled
Rex. T. Sprinkle, Riverside, 78-5-73. J
made that the Federal Administra trates. Chile's greatest source ot pened. and in the many parades 11 300.
A. C. Jones. Rockland. 89-16-73..
Dinner was served ln the dining
C. S. Allen. Augusta. 93-19-74.
tion was deliberately protecting the wealth. Returning to Peru passengers have witnessed. I had never seen so
On same street; room of thelr old home, from a table
Er. F. C. Tyson. Augusta. 82-6-76.
liquor traffic, promoting the sale and may here take the train for Arequlpa. many children
Dr. A. J Fuller, Wawenock. 93-16-1
consumption of alcoholic beverages a four-and-a-half-hour ride across there seemed to be nene but chil which has been in the family more
with seeming emphasis upon beer I the colorful Desert of Islay. At the dren. banked solidly sometimes. 10 than 100 years. Childhood days were : 77.
deep from curb to buildings behind. reviewed thoroughly, the old play
V. A Hewes Western View 99-22and wine. As the committee report conclusion of this trip they board a
magnificent Pan American-Grace air 20.000 young faces and voices at houses pointed out, and paths from 77.
lead:
least, were in evidence in that great the well to the barn and other points
P D Pot tier. Waterville, 101-24-77.
“Secretary of the Treasury Mor- plane for a five-hour flight to Lima,
gtnthau is said to oppose the reduc crossing the Andes and following the throng. It all passed without a single about the homestead received a
W W. Weidner. Western View. 96tion of liquor taxes because he wants coast, viewing as you go some of the accident.
plentiful share of attention tinged ; 18-78.
all the revenue possible. The Admin most gorgeous scenery in all the! As I have said the weather pre with the sentiment of happy child
Homer E. Robinson Rockland. 88istration policy has been to get rid of
vented me from seeing the country hood days.
‘
9-79.
world.
From
Lima
they
proceed
diae many dry states as possible, first
Thoughts of sadness stole o'er the
Frank S. Carpenter, Augusta. 104by Presidential appeal then by pres rectly to the ship at Callao to make as I would have liked, but I have
sure cn Governors and Legislatures ready for the following day’s tour to never been on such a journey when I gathering In the remembrance of 24-80.
Promi'es to protect dry states have;
S. C. Kludge, Western View, 97-16Cajamarquilla, with luncheon in the saw sa few cattle and hogs. Even two members of the family circle
not been kept Not only has re
bor es and mules were missing. Not who have died but live forever In 81.
peal cf state dry laws been advised' charming little village of Choslca.
until we were well over the line into memory. Mrs. Philbrick is the widow
Archie L. Humphrey. Western View.
Passengers bound for New York re- ;
and encouraged, but no laws have
been pa^ed In Congress to make ef main aboard the Santa Lucia, pro- i Canadian territory did we begin to of the late E W. Philbrick who owns 100-18-82
fective the second section of the ceeding across the Caribbean to more see prosperity in that line. Crops and occupies the old homestead.
E. R. Harbach. Penobscot Valley.
twenty-first Amendment."
were mostly grain, (corn and cats.)
A poem by E. H. Philbrick was 94-12-82
gay hours in Havana.
There will be no uncertainty as ts
The latter, harvested and threshed, read and is here given:
C. W Sawyer, Jr., Southwest Har
lcoksd fine. Com was yet mostly
the place this great National organi
Back te the home, after fifty years.
bor, 90-0-90.
DAVID T. JONES
But
few
old
friends
I
see;
zation will occupy in the political
growing and looked g:od. A very
For death ha; taken them away
No caids were returned by S. P. El
For so It had to be
activities to be faced during the en
David Tennyson Jones. 33. whose little was cut and shocked, or. as we
liott and C. O. Bryant, both of Wa
suing months and years. The wom death occurred Sept. 19 at his home used to say, stuked.
,
Here Is the same old comer:
wenock, and H. H. Pierce Jr., Au
But It has a vacant chair
• • • •
en of our country are bound to be In New Bedford. Mass., was the son
gusta.
Where Mother used to sit and rock.
There wtre many fife and drum
ASter her day of care.
much heard from.
of Blanche 8. (Thompson! and
ccrps present as ls always the ease
I'll
sleep In the same old chamber
David G. Jones of Vinalhaven. Me
NEW INVALID COACH
And breath the cool, pure air.
They would invade the lobby of the
DRESSING AMONG MEN
Just as r used to as a boy—
served three years ln the Navy, was
A handsome new Miller-Built In
hotels tn the evenings and perform.
Free from thought and care
third class gunner's mate, and for a
valid coach on the new Nash chassis
Those of as who through no fault time had been stationed at Hamp Some would have an added attrac
I'll get up earlier at morning.
has been delivered to the Russells by
But then, what shall I do?
tion. One such I saw was a young
of cur own find our names listed as ton Roads, Va.
No cows to drive to pasture.
Rockland Nash Co.
man dressed as a Zouave soldier who
And not a chore to do
units of the voting population have
He ls survived by hte wife, Lillian; j performed with a bayoneted gun or
The new coach te specially designed
become more or less accustomed to his mother; 4wo daughters, Shirley •
Thence over to my neighbor—
for ambulance and invalid service,
A stranger at the door,
the ways of our British friends in T. Jones and Betty L. Jones; a four , musket. What he did with that gun
Replies. "I do not know you.
with every modern convenience. Its
was a wonder. One drum corp; of
I've seen you ne'er before."
respect of criticism. It seems to be
months-old son, iDavid William ! seven, girls, all under the age of nine
158 inch wheelbase gives ample room
a thing native to our visitors from
Thence over to the next one.
Jones; also a cousin.
and to spare. It has a full width
The
man
was
old
and
gray;
years,
(two
under
6)
was
applauded
acro-s-sea. this finding fault with us
"Yes, yes." he says. "I know you.
The funeral was held Sunday from '
opening of the rear and also a very
And where we used to play "
along lines both general and definite. the home of Mr. Jones' father-in- [ as wonderful. Another attraction
wide door at the front for ease of ac
ens
drum
corps
had
was
eight
young
Nothing unpleasant intended, y'un- law. William H. Pickering, and ser
Down In the ancient orchard
cess and egress. The interior is sofely
To
the
same
old
apple
tree
—
darkies
dressed
in
white
from
top
to
derstand. just a natural and on the
Somehow fruit don't taste so good.
vices were conducted at St. James tee. Mostly white silk cr satin. They
yet clearly lighted by five lights, semi
Perhaps the fault's In me!
whole kindly manifestation of a cer
Church.
The interment was In nng such singing! Only darkies
concealed and tlie windows carry
tain quality of superiority in rome
Now I'll go down to Jame s pond.
Acushnet cemetery.
chromium scrolls bearing the words
Where once we went to swim.
can sing like that. There were other
lines which easily, the visitor is con
And If Tom Evans came along
"Invalid Coach."
doings
that
I
did
net
see,
b?ing
too
We
always
threw
him
ln!
fident. might find improvement. In him." she added, pointing to a re
Two attendants seats are set in the
matters of dress, for example, and porter who was wea: ing grey slacks weary, it then being 1 or 2 o'clock in
But I'll visit no other places,
main coach beside the wheeled cot.
I
care
not
to
see
any
more.
the
morning,
and
no
let
up
in
sight
and
a
brown
coat;
an
Englishman
'
here we dare ray they have us at
But. oh. how I would like to be
Stretchers and all other emergency
A bare-footed boy once more!
come disadvantage, arising perhaps wculd never mix up his suits like j Our Jcumey was without event
that. No matter how hot it is, an that would interest others outside
equipment
is Included.
out of our National inclination to Englishman wears the proper clothes .
E. H. Philbrick
This ambulance is available for In
our circle. Our party began to sepa
avoid In any matters details that In for the city.
Rockland, 8ept. 23
valid and accident emergency service
our eyes seem of little importance.
“And think of the Englishman In rate and go thelr various ways until
day or night, being located at the
At the moment we have under con th? evening, with his boiled shirt and all reached their various homes ours
RADIO BROADCASTS
Russell Home, Claremont street, with
sideration the arrival cf the two Lon perfectly tailored black suit. But an was reached on Saturday night be
American would probably tie a piece
Tonight: 8 30 to 9 p. m.—Lawrence an operator in constant attendance.
don fashion experts who being her? of string around his waist rather fore midnight very tired and ready
Tibbcji, famous operatic baritone,
for the purpose of looking over than go to the trouble of putting on to rest.
It is not too early to think about
F. S. Philbrick.
will open his fall series of programs
American fashions among women, braces.”
Christmas
when you can buy a box
(Uncle
Fernando)
over
the
CBS
network.
have hod an eye to the men as well.
We suspect that the reporters and
Wednesday, 1.30 to 2 p. m—Na of Rytex Polka Dot Stationery with
Speaking to the reporters the young thelr bright visitors were somewhat
MAINE FAIR DATES
tional Eucharl;*'c Congress at Cleve Name and Address or MonogramIn the Jollying mood; but not the
visitors said:
land; 9.30 to 10 p. m., the medal for 50 Sheets and 50 Envelopes for only
"You Americans never match your less our masculine readers may dis
clothes. You never think of match cover in the connection a point or
Sept. 24-26—Union.
Distinguished Contribution to Radio *1.00 per box. Postage 10 cents. See
ing your ties with your seeks, as an
OcL 1-2-3—Damariscotta.
will be presented to Admiral Richard this smart stationery ln The Courlertwo worthy of any gentleman’s con
Englishman would. You wear .‘port
Oct. 1-19—Topsham.
E. Byrd by the CBS.
Oazette offlce.
shoes with business suits ’’ "Look at sideration.

Topcoats; Here today

... Home tomorrow

♦♦♦♦

♦♦♦♦

♦♦♦♦
GREGORY’S

IT
STARTED
TODAY

TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY

UNION FAIR

TONIGHT
TOMORROW

TWO BIG NIGHT SHOWS
EXCITING RACES

EVERY
DAY

MANY FEATURES CONTINUALLY
PARI-MUTUELS, VAUDEVILLE, BAND CONCERTS, DRUM CORPS, MID
WAY, EXHIBITS, EXCITEMENT

VINALHAVEN
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Waterman and
children, Mr and Mrs. Irven Stone of
North Haven were guests Sunday of
Miss Beulah Oilchrist.
Steamer W S White carried many
excuiaiviiisls to Camden Sunday to
attend the ball game. Camden Shells
defeated Vinalhaven Chiefs 6 to 2.
The Vinalhaven Baud accompanied

GOING TO
UNION FAIR
SALE
Wednesday Morning
Specials

lhe ball team.

Miss Bertha Healey has returned
from Dunstable. Mass . where she was
one of several bridesmaids at the
Townsend-Nichols wedding.
Mis?
Healey te a cousin of the bride
Mr. and Mrs Oeorge Newbert arc
attending the Union Pair.
Harold Vinal. who has been spend
ing tbe summer at Lanes Island, re
turned Sunday to New York.
Miss Beulah Olichrtet. on vacation
from the Vinalhaven Grocery Store,
went Monday to visit relatives in
North Orafton. Mass
Mrs Thomas Baum and son Charles
went to Boston Sunday.
Mrs Katherine Coombs who ha?
been guest of her son Emil Coombs,
returned Monday to Rockland.
Recent visitors at the home oi f
Eugene Smith were Mr. and Mrs.
Austin Nichols of Pepperill. Mass., and
Miss Beatrice Townsend of Dunstable
Mass.
Mrs. Frank Haskell and Mrs. W. Y
Fossett entertained at the home of
the latter at pyramid tea Friday eve-1
ning Those present were Mrs Frank
Rossiter, Miss Muriel Chilles. Mrs
Herbert Patrick. Mrs Dorothy Bishop.
Mrs. Harry Coombs. Mrs Frank Mul
len. Mrs. Frank Winslow, Mrs. Ernest
Arey. Mrs. N. F. Atwood and Mrs
Mary Smith.
Mrs. W Y Fossett was hostess Sat
urday afternoon at a tacking bee at
her home. Lunch was served.
,
Mr. and Mrs. Emery Wooster and
daughter Ida and grandchildren Ellen
and Frederick Wooster of North Haven
were guests Sunday of Mrs. Albert
Wooster.
Union Church fair will be held
Thursday.
Mr and Mrs. Joel Wooster and
daughter Jean of North Haven visited
Sunday with Mrs. Wooster's parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Merle Tolman.
Mrs. H. M. Noyes and Miss Alice
Oould of North Haven were weekend
guests of Mrs. L. R. Smith.
Mrs. Stephen Gould who spent the
summer with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Porter Lawry, went Friday to
Washington, D. C.
A picnic at the Baker cottage on
the North Haven shore and a motor
boat sad around the island were re
cently enjoyed by Eugene Smith.
Mr and Mrs. Harold Smith. Mrs Fred
Healey. Miss Bertha Healey. C. Me
servey F. Ames. Oeorge Healey, Mr
and Mrs. Dallas Murch and son Ken
neth Murch. Mr. and Mrs. Austin
Nichols of Pepperdl. Mass . and Miss
Beatrice Townsend ot Dunstable.
Mass.
Mrs. Ocena Boynton, 75, widow af
Samuel Boynton, died Sept 19. at her
home here. Deceased was born in
Rockland, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Hosea West. Prayer's were made at
the home Saturday morning by Rev
N. F. Atwood, pastor of Union Church
and the body taken to Rockland where
funeral services were held at the home
of her nephew. Interment was in
Sea View cemetery.
Mrs. Charles Lawry, who recently
returned from Knox Hospital, Is very
111 at her home here. Friends wish
her an early return to health.
Mrs. Addie 'Burdeen is employed at
the home of Maurice Bickford.

SPRUCE HEAD
Mrs. Harley Burton and Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Oignac (Meda Bur
ton) and two friends called recently
on relatives aqd friends here, return
ing to Portland that evening.
Mrs. Walter Bend is at Knox Hos
pital and is making ratisfactory re
covery from a recent operation. She
would be glad to have friends call.
VINALHAVEN A BOCKLAND STB T. CO.
Service to Vinalhaven, North Haven,
Stoninrton, Isle au Haut, Swan's
Island and Frenchboro
Effective Sept. 15, 1915
(Subject to Change Without Notice)
Eastern Standard Time
Read Down
Read Up
P M
A M
5 30 Lv. Swan's Island,
Ar. 5 00
6 30 Lv. Stonington.
Ar. 3.45
Ar. 235
7 30 Lv. North Haven,
8 30 Ar RocXland.
Lv. 130
VINALHAVEN SERVICE
800 Lv Vlnalbaveh,
Ar. 345
Lv. 3.30
8.20 Ar. Bockland,
112-tf
... _

W; are doting at Neon Wed
nesday to order to go to Union
Fair.
Shop early and give the
boys a chance to get an early
start.

CORNED BEEF,

lb 20c

THICK RIB OR BRISKET

CABBAGE FREE

Fresh Western Eggs,
Mils Muffett Flour,
Compound Lard,
Smoked Shoulders,
Fresh Salmon,

doz 29c
bag 89c
2 IBs 29c
lb21c
Ib19c

Snider's

Tomato Juice,
2 pt bots
Bulk Tea,
S. & P. Cream Tartar,
lb
Maxwell House Coffee,
Ib
Rolled Oats,
2 sm pkgs
Bar-None Dog Food, 4 cans

17c
lb19c
28c
26c
15c
25c

For Juice

Sunkist Oranges,

2 doz 29c

Thr Famous

Whirl Kisses,

2 lbs 29c

Black A Gay

Baked Beans,
15 oz can 05c
S. & P. Spices, 1 */2 oz phg 05c
Snider’s Soups,
can 05c
Macaroni or Spaghetti, 5 pkg 25c
Macaroni and Cheese Loaf, Ib 16c
Chipso,
2 lg pkgs 33c
Whipples

Mince Meat,
Soda Crackers,

2 lb jar 25c
2 lb box 19c

Please call your orders in
early, so that they may be deliv
ered to you before 12 o’clock.

PERRY’S
MARKETS
TEL. 1234

CLEAN BURNING!
1OO%

PURE

PETROLEUM

BASE

NO ADDED CHEMICALS a 100% CLEAN BURNING

NO

HARMFUL

DEPOSITS

MMIfllWIM

n FU

AMERICAN GAS

NOTICE!
Are you neglecting your Outside Painting?
What keeps moisture out of the wood?
How does it look?
Painting is Cheaper than Repairing and then Paint
ing. Why not have our estimate on your property
and the number of gallons required?
Inquire Our Price on House Job Lots

CUSTOM BUILT
HOUSE PAINT
A Correct Paint For Every Condition

H. H. CRIE & CO.
TREDENE
TEL. 205

TREDEX
ROCKLAND, ME.
111-113-115

Every-Other-Day
Carl U. Sonntag ia in New York
on business.

Frank Pratt has moved from Elm
street to the Pratt house on Grace
street.

Rockland High School has three
j sets of twins, Josephine and Anna j
Pelllcane. Ida and Esther Shapiro. I
and Dorothea and Virginia Merriam.

M B Si C. O. Perry and IH. H. Crie
Si Co. will close tomorrow afternoon

to allow thelr employes to attend
Union Fair.

The Ladies Aid of the Methodist i
' church is to serve a public harvest.
1 dinner Wednesday. Oct. 2. 11 to 1, In
i charge of Mrs. Minnie Rogers. There j
will also be circle supper at 6 with
Mr.s. Oeorge Orcutt as chairman.

A surprisingly large number of men,
and women, too. were abroad yester
day morning. 7 to 9. with thcvels over
their shoulders. The remarkable part
of It was that the spades were In
variably brand span new. The ex
planation was the two-hour sale of
H. H Crie & Co.

Austin Richardson who soon goes
j to New York to take up his residence ’
will be at the home of Mrs. Kath. leen O'Hara until then. His brother
1 ] Arthur, accompanied by his son |

L 8. Corbett, head of the Depart
ment of Animal Industry. University
of Maine, was elected president of the
North Atlantic section of the Ameri
can Society of Animal Production at
the annual meeting of the society
last week at Springfield. Mass. Prof
Corbett spends a considerable portion
of his summers at Spruce Head.

TALK OF THE TOWN
.__ ’ Princeton University, and Mr. Rlch-

COMINO NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
’’
__ __ J
Sept 25-27—State W C.T.O. convention ards0" «a‘^8 s00n for En«land
In Oardlner

______

Sept 28— (Football) Rhode Island va I
„
,
.
...
. .
_
university of Maine at Orono
Funeral services for Mrs. Adelia E.
Sept 28—I Football I Rockland High va ]
fron. h„r homi, __
Hallowell High at Hallowell.
reterson were neia from ner nomt on
Sept
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2b—Daylight Saving ends.

Oranite street Sunday. Rev. F F.
Fowle of Rockport officiating. Bear-I,
ers were four grandsons Waller and
Leslie Kaler. Cobb and Clarence'
, _ .
.
, _
Peterson. Interment was In Sea View
cemetery.
Abundance cf floral [
tributes bespoke the high esteem of,
Charles Oould is visiting friends roiatives and friends,
ln New Haven.
v
I j Unlversalist Sunday school will re- J
Ralph Ulmer Camp Auxiliary will sume its sessions Sunday, under the
hold thelr respective business meet- inspiring leadership of Samuel,
Ings Wednesday.
Sezak as director of religious educa-------| tion. Mr. Sezak. who ls the popular
Mrs. Anne Alden will be chairman and .succe&sful director of athletics
of public supper to be served in the ,n y* local schools. Is gifted with a
Undercroft of St. Peters church j personality brilliantly adapted for
Saturday.
work wiqj young people.
The
-------I church school already large and
Comrades of the Way resumed nourishing ls expected to Increase in
meetings Sunday evening with an eVery respect under Mr. Sezaks
attendance of 21. Several new mein- I direction.
bers were present.
Oct
2 (10-7 30) Educational Club
meets with Mrs Karl Packard. Rock
port for day picnic. Box lunch at 12 30
Oct 5—iFootball) Waterville High va
Rockland High at Community Park
Oct 7—City Government meeting.
Oct 8 Knox county Teachera' conventlon In Rockland

HATS

new si

What had all the earmarks of an
attempted holdup was staged early
Friday evening at Johnston's drug
store. Two rough appearing custom
ers. apparently aeafarers. bought post -1
cards and stamps, presenting a large
bill lo Clerk Moynihan who found
one at either elbow, behind the coun -,
tsr. a;, he opened the cash register
At this psychological Instant one ol
the husky Johnston brothers stepped
through the back tioor. and without j
a word the strangers scooped up thelr I
change and beat a hurried retreat
from the store.

SOUTHWARREN
Mr and Mrs. Daniel Folsom of
Monmouth. Mr. and Mrs Fred Verrlll and Miss Ora Duplane of Aub- (
um were guests Saturday of Mr and [

How could any sensible man invest

OIL HEATING

without first

seeing the Leader’s proposition?

Mrs O B Libby. Mr Folson is an
i uncle of Mrs. Libby and although t
83 years old ls very active. He does
Members of thr Young Re pub- I
1 farmword. cuts firewood and would;
liran Club, and all young Rr- |
easily pass for a man many years:
publicans who wish to become j
younger.
That’s the amazingly low rate at which you may now
affiliated with thr party In thr
Kendall Adams has returned from
forthcoming election*, are asked
own genuine TIMKEN OIL HEATING EQUIPMENT
Rangeley Lakes where he has had ;
to meet at thr Court House Fri
employment during the summer.
day night at 7.30. Thr agr limit
Among men of wide business experience there is
Ur. and Mrs Charles Maxey, Mr
has been extended so as to in
only one first thing to do when buying important
and Mrs. Percy Lermond and Mrs
clude men between the «rn of
equipment for business or home That is, see what
Olive Fales left Saturday for a trip
19 and 50.
Leroy A. Black is
The Rockland soccer team played
SENTER CRANE COMPANY
the leader offers.
J to the White MU., and a visit with
president. Francis Orne to vice
its best game cf the eeaaon In Rum
When buying oil heating equipment, that means
Mrs Muriel Lermond at Burlington.
president, and Harold WhitehiU
ford Sunday. The game ended ln a
see what Timken Silent Automatic, the leader for 7
Vt. Miss Carrie Stackpole of Tho- ’
Kennedy Crane ls in New York in
Fair today, with rising temperature
Ls secretary and treasurer.
3 to 3 draw. The details will appear
years, is offering. Timken's New FALL PROPOSITION
maston ls housekeeper for S. H
the interest of Senter Crane Company.
—
and
probably
tomorrow.
How
does
in Thursdays issue.
to America's property owners is bristling with fea
Creighton during Mrs Lermond's
that'sound for Union Fair?
The ERA Canning Center closes absence.
tures of tremendous value. Included are the EASIEST
Ex-Alderman E Howard CrockCharles T. Aylward of Boston has
,
Thursday. No produce will be re
Several from here visited Sunday
TERMS of their kind ever conceived. They place genu
sold to William and Jessie Aylward
was taken 10 Knox Hosplla!
Peter K Reed Jr., a student at Lee
The famous, quick-starting, fuei-taving
the government fire station. Lookout
ceived after Wednesday.
ine Timken equipment within the means of any home.
his property on Crescent street Mr Sunday morning with a fractured Academy lhu year, has been elected
TIMKEN
WAU-FIAME BURNER
in Jefferson. The hill has an eleva
Phone or send coupon for this history-making Fall
and Mrs Aylward will reside there. W leg. a severe cut on the head and E^slflant manager of the track team
Ellis M Randall's name is added to tion of 500 feet and a tower 50 feet'
The only oil burner in the world equipped with
Proposition NOW. See all its features before you
The deal was through the Freeman i 9$fcer injuries as the r*su1 o an
the exclusive, patented
the "Away To School" list. He has high gives a wonderful view of the ;
make any decision on heating equipment of any kind.
8 Young agency.
automobile collision at Owls Head.
Last evening 37 of the Weiijigton entered University of^aine.
surrounding
country.
Parking
space
,
FLAME
RIM
OF CHROMIUM STEEL
' Thc other car was owned by Cecil Smlth chorus a^ed & the Copper
tables fireplaces, etc., are at the
for
"split-second"
performance
The A. H Newbert As:o:iation will Rhodes of Rockport and driven by Kettle. A bus.ness meeting followed
The Portland Soccer Club handed disposal of visitors and more than
meet Thursday afternoon and eveE E1Ua of SPiWIeld. 'Mrs aJter which Mr Smith gave
the Lewiston team a 4 to 2 defeat in 2990 have registered this season,
Al«o be uura to gat the benefit ol Timken'a Free Heating Sur
ning Sept 26 with Mrs Belle Front
a Passen«<‘r Neither j vc;ai selections in a very pleasing Lewis ;on Sunday in a bitterly fought
TIMKEN PRODUCTS
which ls a large registration than at >
vey. It ia a proiasaional analysis of your hasting problem.
Thomastcn. P.cnic rupper will be was lnJure<1 bevond a slight jhaking manner 7^ Club will meet during contest. The Portland eleven, great ' any similar station In the State.)
Timken Silent Automatic Oilburners
You'll cay it is easily worth JSO.OO. Tells tho troth about your
A front, wheel of the Crockett 1 the winter
ly improved since the first of the sea When the ‘Roving Reporter wishes to
heating needs about your present expanse and loaaes. Shows
for present heating plants . •
served. Those not solicited please jup'
car was tom off and rolled Into a
Air-Conditioning Oilfurnacet ..
son, carried the battle to Lewiston take a short trip It is advised he visit!
how Timken will eave you money in 7 ways. Absolutely
take sweets.
cornfield, while the car continued ; cpi. j
Cr03S is hotne from from the start, and had the home
Oilboilers .. Waterheaters
FREE to help us get acquainted with you. No obligation.
Between 30 and 35 friends gave a for 100 feet across a diJch up a steep ! Orand Rapids. Mich. where hs at- club on the defensive a good part of the Lookout which has a plainly
No embarrassment. lust mail the coupon or phone NOW.
marked trail from Jefferson.
surprise housewarming at Dr. and banlc' broke
*nd tend«d the annual convention of th? the time. The gcals were made by
Mrs H. J. Weisman last Thursday came
rest ln a pasture
Sons of Unicn Veterans. He was one D. Everett. Sheldon, Vigers, Becher
APPLETON RIDGE
of honor Dat a„ rousing
and D. Robinson (2).
night at thelr new apartment at 10
Visltation
at the unlversalist. of the
( gue-ts
,
t
School street. Cards were enjoyed chufch Sund#y brought at
100 ^g^of the OraM Rapids Lions
Js/ZruMn/yr
Mr. and Mrs. L. N. Moody, Mrs
A special meeting of the Garden
by the group and Mrs Weisman was visi(ors from nearby twns Dr Club. He visited in Delaware before
Gertrude Mo;dy, Ruth B Moody and
j Club will be held at the Copper Ket- J Gladys Sprague were recent RockBACKED BY A S15,0 10,000 ORGANIZATION
present with a set of Fostoria glass Lowe gave a thoughtful address on reluming
l tie. Monday Sept. 30, featuring Dr.
ware. Buffet lunch was served.
i land visitor’.
"Creative Capacity of Human Life ",
Oolden Rod Chapter meets Tri- ‘Charles J. Bragdon. President of the
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Dean and
and John Howard of Union was day night, with supper in charge of
MAIL "NO OBLIGATION" COUPON NOW
Garden Club Federation in an im
Funeral services for Mrs. Ocena M.
Bovnton who died at Vinalhaven gUeS‘ Ml0Ut’ hU barlU>ne VOlCe °f Mrs Vlvlan «ewett There will be portant talk on "Winterproofing the 1 Mr:. Gcc.-ge Huntley of Ro:kland
The Timken Silent Automatic Co.
tflill/J 1
Boynton ano died at Vmainaven
natural quality giving much candidat<,e for th_
v«inn
wtre at L. N. Moody’s last Thursday.
(Branch Office Addreaa)
Thursday were held at the home of I nU._,_
canaiaat*s Ior tne evening session. Garden." He brings an exhibit of
Mr?.
Ada
Prcc'.or
entertained
thc
I
am
interested
in
your
new
Fall
Propo—
—
_
.- 1 Pleasure to the congregation. Follow and eiect|on and Installation of a I some flowers, fruits and vegetables
Eoyntan 8. Shadie. 36 Camden
altion your Free Heating Survey end
Ing the service members of the secretary to succeed Mrs. Susie . and wlli tell how better ones can be R:bekah Circle Wednesday in honor
free book, "Trno Stories of Oil Heating
street, Saturday. Rev. N. F. Atwood
of
Miss
Lizzie
MoCorrison
who
is
parish and visitors Joined in picnic c^u, who has removed to Port- ! grown In this State. Members are
Economy."
of Vinalhaven officiating. Bearers
r ♦>
w*
«. ’
leaving town for the winter. Several
urged to take specimens from thelr
TELS. 730-731
Name
...................
- — ■
’------- :
by bot cb*(eb servw! by Mrs service, for tbe late Mrs Kathleen gardens to show Informally after the , were ln attendance. Dinner was
Bert Shad:? and Clifford White. In
LIMEROCK ST.,
ROCKLAND
Addrtat
Oeorge Palmer and Miss Oladys Marston. Charles W. Schofield and } meeting. No one having a garden 1 fvrved and an enjoyable occasion it
terment was In Sea View cemetery.
I proved to be.
Blethen. Later a program was given. ■ Mlss May Ingraham wU1 also
COnState
Cnr
1 should miss this valuable chance to
whlch
featured
vocal
solos
by
Miss
duc
te
d
A. H Moody and son were in Port
The Woman's Auxiliary of Knox Adelaide E. Cross, Chester Wyllie, |
gain
knowledge
of
its
care
during
_____
land Wednesday on a business trip
Hospital is about to begin its
the cold months.
Mrs.
Oladys
S.
Morgan.
Miss
Mary
Mr. and Mrs. George Buck of EllsA
man
giving
the name of Fonce
season's activities. Word ls being
FIRST CLASS
aorth
Falls are spending this week
Bird
a
piano
duo
by
Miss
Margaret
de
Leon
spent
mu:h
time
and
momy
Young
Donald
Snowman
whose
sent out to all branches, Vinalhaven,
with
her
parents
and
attending
G.
Stahl
and
Miss
Gertrude
Heal;
£ome
years
ago
in
the
fttst
F.orida
TRUCKING SERVICE
recent cat show was a grand success
Union, Camden, Thomaston and
Union Fair.
AND FCRMTCRE MOVIRd
■
r
1.
Warren, to organize as soon as pos a number by the Church Quartet; a boom reeking the spring of e'n-nal will be interested to note this edlThe
11.
H.
Crie
Co.
store
will
close
Wednesday
after

FOSTER'S TRANSFER
Mrs. Olive Pease cf Camden was ]
sible and begin work. A large quota reading by Mrs. E. F. Glover; an youth. He would have saved himself | torial which appeared ln the Portland
guest of her daugtfter Mrs. Grace I
W.
R. FOSTER, Prop.
Informal
talk
on
Booker
T.
Wash

noon
to
allow
the
personnel
to
attend
Union
Fair.
much
trouble
had
he
paged
the
John
Sunday
Telegram:
"A
few
weeks
ago
of work confronts the Auxiliary and
TeL Thomaston 139-3 Itrv. Ch<.
Brown last Tuesday and was accom
Its branches for this winter. The ington by Dr. Lowe, and general A. Karl Co. painters, for that crew we had the temerity to suggest that
panied by Mrs. Jethro Pease of Hope I
first official meeting of the local singing of favorite hymns under the has just, finished operations on the a cat club should be organized in
direction
of
John
Robinson.
It
was
105
year
old
Memorial
MethoMaine and that a cat show, featur
chapter will take place next Tues
a happy gathering, and is likely to dl£t Church and they took so many ing the domestic or common house
day.
become an annual custom ln the years off the apparent age of the [ cat a^ well as the haughty Persian,
Edwin Libby Relief Corps meet church.
venerable structure that possersby the Manx and Siamese, and the rare
ing Thursday evening discussed
sniff for the scent of new wood and Abyssinian and Russian, should be
A children's work institute will be look about for the equipment of (held.
Since the suggestion was
among other plans the New England
boiled dinner to be served to the held at the local Methodist church builders.
i made, many lovers of cats have expublic on Oct. 10, from 11 to 1, Saturday, 1030 and 2. open to all
I pressed a wish to form such an
under the chairmanship of Mrs. Methodist churches in this section.
] organization. Further, the United
Flora Ulmer whose culinary skill ls H. G. McCann, conference leader,
Cat Clubs of America has expressed
well known. The meeting this week will be In charge, assisted by Sarah
, a desire to aid In this movement and
will also be ln the evening at 7:30; I E. Green, assistant secretary. The
j has furnished the necessary inforno supper. There will be work ln theme will be: ‘Christian education
' mation for the formation of such a
! club.
the afternoon, however, tacking a of children ln these times.” At the
morning session, 10:30, the program
comforter.
AND
will offer orientation and devotional
MARRIED
Elise Allen Corner ls a member of thought, by either Mr. McCann or
I Rl'lLtt-BURGESS—At. New York. Sept.
14. Everett Van Rlter of Mountain
the Dancing Masters of America and Miss Green; message, “The Child ln
Park, N. J , ancl Mlrs Estella Burgess
Established 1840
ol Lincolnville.
her School of The Dance Ls open for thc Midst of this Adult World" by
Licensed Embalmera and
We are pleased
to make this remarkable offer. Three years ts pay for any brand new cook stove or furenrollment. Telephone 670, 22 Brew Miss Green; discussion of emerging
Attendants
. .
DIED
ster street—adv.
107-tf problems, and worship, "The Privi John O. Stevens,
Alden Ulmer
LARRABEE—At
Preeport.
Sept,
20.
nace in our store. All installed. No down payment, no red tape. Just sign one paper and make payments
lege of Teaching Children." For the Emily W. Stevens, Arthur Andrews I Elmer W. Larrabee, aged 68 years, 27
J
days.
Puneral
Elks
service
from
A
afternoon session, at 2. Mr. McCann
D DavLj & Son Chapel Thomaston.
from earnings. Oil burner in range if desired.
Day or Night Telephone
Tuesday at 2 o'clock.
will conduct exploration and dis
JONES—At New Bedford Mass. Sept.
cussion on the subject of “How Can
450
19 David T. Jonas, aged 33 years. 5
COLD WEATHER IS APPROACHING
months. 2 days Interment In Acush
We Make Our Church a School ln
Representatives ln all large cities
YOUR POULTRY IS
net cemetery, New Bedford.
ln the United States and Canada
Christian
Living?"
Members
of
the
FRESH
ORDER YOUR FURNACE OR RANGE TODAY
IN MEMORIAM
team will present problems which
Have them dressed to order; they
AMBULANCE
In loving memory of Robert "Bobby"
puzzle, such as best use of equip
cost no more.
Lalne who passed away Sept 20, 1934
Service is instantly available.
We have FOWL. CHICKENS AND
, Some may think that we forget him.
ment and surroundings, creative
Experienced attendant* on doty.
When they sometime see us smile.
DUCKS
teaching,
parent-teacher gather
But they know not of the sorrow
Free Delivery
Day
and
Night
Telephone
That
the smile hides all the while.
ings, etc. Age group conferences will
God knows how much we miss him.
450
'
Never will hla memory fade
present Miss Madeline Lary talking
Loving thoughts will ever 1
ROCKLAND, MAINE
TELEPHONE 1154
283 MAIN STREET
on nursery, beginners and primary,
SOUTH THOMASTON
Wander, to the spot where he ls laid
Telephone Rockland 647-14
Gone but never forgotten by his mother
and Miss Green on junior and interand father.
115-lt -mediate.
Mr. and Mrs Arnold Lalne. *

‘Ted" Perry popular letter carrier
enters upon a few days' vacation to
day and will attend the Union Fair
his annual custom.
—
Lawrence Leach ls soon to occupy
the Ludwig bungalow- on James
street, recently vacated by Lawrence
Perry who has returned to Thomas
ton.

YOUNG KEPI KLICANS

FREE Heating Survey

TIMKEN

Silent OIL HEATING

McLOON

SALES & SERVICE

—

CLOSING FOR THE FAIR

BURPEE’S

Funeral Service

Funeral Parlors

NOW! THREE YEARS TO RAY
for Your New Cookstove or Furnace
ANO-NO DOWN PAYMENT

BE SURE

MONROE’S

STUDLEY FURNITURE CO.

Every-Other-Day
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Giraffe, Tallest Among

Right Out Of The Air

AVERAGE NET WORTH
OF FAMILIES RISES

By R F SERVICE
Trust Paul Whiteman to keep
this kilocycle world astir! “Oom
Paul," who Is known variously as
the "Dean of Modern American Mu
sic," and tbe "King of Jazz," has
elected to challenge Rudy Vallee
and Al Jolson as a producer of
guest star programs. But, as Ed
Wynn was known to murmur,
Whiteman's program wlll be differ
ent. For two years Paul has been
following the 'pat
tern ot contlnen-

837

xlBi

•••Lawrenco Tlbbett, foremost
operatic baritone, returns to the air
Sept. 24 for the same motor spon
sor who presented him last year.
He'll be heard over CBS with ono
of radio's favorite maestros, Don
Voorhees, waving the baton for
him. Tlbbett’s flrst two shows may
come from Hollywood.

tal Muslc HaU en'

a

’ : tertalnment — he
has paraded such
great performers
as
Al
Jolson,
Deems Taylor,
Helen Jepson,
Lou Holts,
Yvonne Gall and
Bing Crosby bePaul Whiteman fore hts micro
phone. Now Paul's Music Hall
plans call for another cycle of pro
gramming. He wlll have four big
acts, all new every week, In addi
tion to bis famed band and hls pop
lar singing troupe of Bob Lawrence,
Ramona, Durelle Alexander and
Jack Teagarden. Helen Jepson. the
singing star of the program for the
past two seasons, will continue ln
ber lead role despite movie bids.

Special Survey Shows Home
Mortgages Reduced.

••••'Vour announcer ls Alois
Havrllla" ls familiar to thousands
of radio fans because he’s heard
on a dozen Im
portant programs
each week, and
now lt wlll be
come equally well
known to film
fans because he's
Just signed up to
do a travel series
tor one of the
famous film com
panies. Havrllla,
Alois Havrllla born ln CtecboSlovakia, speaks better English
than thousands ot natives.

•••Major Bowes Is happy be
cause Graham McNamee Is taking
over tbe Job of announcing on
Bowes' Sunday evening Amateur
Hour program.
••• Netla Good el I e has double
reason for celebrating her radio
debut this month, because the flrst
program ot her series was broad
cast on her birthday and tbe studio
was so Jammed with flowers that
she could hardly move to her piano.
.•.••Joan Crawford has Indicated
her desire to do one of those Mon
day evening CHS Theatre programs.
and will probably j--- :—r-------- - —
be heard on the
air early In Octo
ber. She's only
one ot many out
standing Holly
wood stars who
enjoy playing a
real part for a
full hour when
they do come
East. A score or —
more of film- Joan Crawford
dom's famous have expressed them
selves as wanting to appear on the
Radio Theatre programs.

•••The same radio production
outfit which unearthed Joe Penner
has another comedian under option
who Is going places. Hls name Is
Bob Bums, the Arkansas Traveller.
Bob ls chiefly known for his ba
zooka, a unique trombone made of
ordinary water pipe and which he
Invented. Look for him on future
Vallee and Whiteman programs as
s guest star and then to be signed
for a series all ot hls own.
•••Judith Lowry plays the part of
“Emmy Ferguson” In "Welcome
Valley." the Tues
day night NBC
program whlcb
stars America's
beloved poet. Ed
gar A. Guest.
Guest has become
eo well loved
since these pro
grams have been
broadcast that
he has signed a
seven-year con- Judith Lowry
tract w- it h the movies, who will star
him as himself. Hls flrst movie ls
tentatively titled "Home."

•••“Dreams Come True,” a pro
gram which for a year and a halt
has been heard Tuesdays. Wednes
days and Thursday over NBC, with
Barry McKinley, comes to end
Sept 30 when the $1,000 a year for
life contest which the sponsor ls
conducting also comes to an end.

WHITE

HEAD
Miss Eleanor Beal have returned
_____
from a few davs’ leave of absence in
Capt L R Dunn of the U. 6 various Maine towns. They were
Coast Guard Is at the government accompanied from Jone'port by Mrs
hospital in Chelsea Ma-s. lor sev- Beal's sister. Mrs Jennie Mitchell of
eral weeks.
Arkansas.
Mrs. Sarah Faulkingham of JonesMrs Clifton Elwell has moved her
port who has been guest of her son household goods to Olencove where
here, recently went to Massachusetts her children will attend school,
to visit her daughter.
1 Mr. end Mrs. Frank Alley and
Wilson Carter of the Coast Ouard ! famUV are at
“ an’
nual vacation. Some of their chilwho relumed from the Rifle Range.
Camp Curtis Guild In Wakefield, is
attend fchO01 ,her* Mr’
now at hls home ln Port Clyde with Mabel Beal returned with them to
hls family on ten days' leave.
i her home at Beals.
Mrs Adolph Stevens of Monhegan
J. W. Kelley. Coast Guardsman 1
has returned home following several
and sons, also Mrs. H. W. Andrews,
weeks' visit with her mother at the
motored recently to Tenant's HarLight.
bor on business.
Donald Coffin has been transferred
Keeper and Mrs. A. J. Beal and
to the U. 8. Coast Guard Station at
Nahant, Mass.
Mrs Freeman Beal of Bockland
was recent guest of Bo? n Freeman
Beal of the Coast Ouard.
Congratulations are extended Prof,
and Mrs C Wilbert Snow of Spruce
Head and Middletown. Conn., on the
birth of a son.
H. E. Perkins, attorney of Boston,
ha- returned home after hls 21st
annual vacation passed at the home
of H. W. Andrews.
Mrs Clyde Orant and daughter
Patricia, have moved ashore where
she will resume teaching in Martins
ville.

Legal Notice*

School Special!
SEPTEMBER ONLY

RYTEX

TWEED-WEAVE
PRINTED STATIONERY
Postage
10c Extra

NOTE THE QUANTITY!
200 SINGLE OR
100 DOUBLE SHEETS
AND 100 ENVELOPES

OR

NOTICE OF REDEMPTION
To the Holders ut ___
CAMDEN & ROCKLAND WATER CO..
First consolidated Mortgage Gold Bonds,
dated April 2. 1917. due April 1. 1937
Notice is hereby given that, pursuant
to the provisions of Section 4 of the In
denture, dated April 2, 1917, between
the Camden & Rockland Water Com
panv and the Security Trust Company,
as Trustee, and of the bonds Issued
under said Indenture. Camden It Rock
land Water Company has elected to
pay and redeem all of Its First Consoli
dated Mortgage Gold Bonds, dated Apru
2 1917 and due April 1. 1937 Issued
and outstanding under said Indenture,
and accordingly all of said bonds are
called for payment and redemption and
will hr redeemed on October 1. 1935. by
payment of principal amount thereof
plus a premium of two and one-half
per cent together with accrued interest
to the date last aforesaid.
Payment of the principal of said
bonds will be made upon presentation
and surrender thereof with the April 1
1936. and all subsequent coupons at
tached at the offlee of the Knox County
Trust Company,
Successor Trustee.
Rockland Maine. Coupons duo October
1 1935 should be detached and present
ed for payment ln the usual manner.
On and after October 1, 1935, Interest
ln respect to all of said bonds shall cease
and the coupons for Interest subse
quent to the date last aforesaid shall be
null and void
Dated, Rockland, Maine, August 28,
1935
__
CAMDEN & ROCKLAND WATER CO
BY WILLIAM T COBB, President
106-T-115

100 LARGE FLAT SHEETS
AND 100 ENVELOPES

DR. CHAS. N. THURLOW

Fine quality Blue Tweed-Weave
Paper. Name and Address in
Thrrellne or Strateline. Black nr
Blue ink.

with
DK. R. L. STRATTON
Children’s Work a Specialty
Office Hours 8.00 to 5.30
Tel. 611-M
420 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
87-tf

On sale at this low price once a
year_ September only!
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Minneapolis. — The avernge In
sured family has 30 per cent inure
cash ln the bank today than It hnd
in 1933, and has reduced the mort
gage on Its home by 10 per cent In
the same two-year period, accord
ing to ■ survey of 10,000 policy
holder families by the Northwest
ern National Life Insurance com
pany In Minneapolis.
An average reserve of $.'t.’*l per
family of cash on hand and In
banks, was reported as of the
spring of 1933 In response to the
Insurance company’s questionnaire;
this compares wltth $404 per fam
ily at the present time, an Increase
of $108, or 30 per cent.
A reduction In the size of the
wverage mortgage from $3,404 was
shown in the reports. Approximate
ly 49 per cent of the policy hold
ers Investigated were home own
ers; the average home valuation
was $5,301. Half of the homes
owned were clear of encumbrances;
the remaining 50 per cent were
mortgaged.
The average amount of life Insur
ance owned per family was $7,710
In 1933, and $8,199 ln 1935, an In
crease of 6.3 per cent.
The average net worth of each
family, Including the equity In
home, but exclusive of life In
surance, was $2,953 ln the spring
of 1933, snd had risen to $3,440
two years later, the survey showed,
an Increase ln average wealth of
18 per cent The 10.000 families
were selected at random from pol
icy bolder lists.
A special survey of urban hous
ing conducted In 01 cities by the
United States Bureau of Foreign
and Domestic Commerce showed a
reduction ln the average mortgage
on owner-occupied homes of 3.29
per cent from 1933 to 1934. The
fact that the reduction for the two
years from '33 to "35 totaled 10.22
per cent In the Insurance company's
survey would seem to Indicate that
the average family Is paying off its
obligations at an Increasingly
rapid rate, the report concludes.

Water Control Project
Start* Big Boom in Town
New Philadelphia. Ohio.—A boom
haa started In real estate and build
ing activities In the Muskingum wa
tershed conservation district, where
a $34,000,000 flood-control project la
getting under way.
Jobs for more than 1,800 persons
already have been created, result
ing ln a shortage of houses. Rulldlng trades employment has In
creased 25 per cent. Real estate
transfers are the highest ln five
years.
Most sales of land following tbe
acquisition of land for the project
have been cash transactions. The
district has paid $381,495 for land
ao far.
Along with Increased real estate
activity, rents have been raised $5
to $10 a month In aome localities.

BY FRAM ES WEEDMAN

|>fr*rf«r Hoipoint £Ur(rU Cookory Institute
In addition to the housewifely ' refuses to keep company with hot,
satisfaction derived from viewing a stuffy kitchens and warm, perspir
row of your own jam-filled jars, ing homemakera to this is what it
there's even a great deal more does. On the smooth cooking sur
"bread 'n' jam” satisfaction in store face of the miracle range are highj speed Calrod heating units—units
for the family next winter!
Come summer with its luscious which are perfectly insulated and
ripe fruits rolling in from all sides, I practically indestructible. The effi
it’s a temptation to conclude that cient heat produced by these care
winter is too far off to warrant so fully controlled Calrod units con
much hot weather attention. Per centrates ita activities on the bot
haps we remember, too, that our tom of the cooking utensil tnd not
mothers and grandmothers used to on the cooking surface or on the air
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The modern electric range timplifier the “putting up“ of jams and jelliet
surrounding the range. Scientific
tests have proved that a thermome
ter placed directly over the cooking
utensil registers little higher than
ordinary room temperature. What a
refreshing bit of news that is to
summer jam makers and summer
cooks! Just make use of the unit
which beet fits the size of the sauce
pan you are using and you*U find
that these measured heat calories
will tend right to business, cooking
only the food in the pan.
Here is a blackberry jam recipe
with a real old-fashioned blackberry
flavor. They say it’s modern to be
old-fashioned and perhaps it it
when flavor is at stake, but when
method is to be considered, well,
it’s smarter to be modern! So try
this recipe out on your new elec
tric range end enjoy the jem-meking season in a cool, comfortable
kitchen.
Blackberry Jem
Wash and dram berries: then pick
over and remove the hulls. Take
cups of berries and 2 cups of su
gar; let come to a boil, and boil 5
minutes. Add 1 more cup sugar
and boil 5 minutes longer. Then
add 1 more cup sugar and boil ap
proximately 5 minutes more to the
jelly test stage.
Then place in sterilized jelly
glasses and seal when cold. Makes
| 4 small or 3 large tumblers.
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UNUSUAL FACTS REVEALED
<to

Four Out of Every Five
Feet Show Deficiency
SL Louis.—The National Leath
er and Shoe Finders association,
through a poll conducted hy Its
members, has learned that foot deflclencles are shown ln 80 per cent
of the shoes brought to the nation's
repair shops.
The need for corrective repairs
on ordinary shoes Is greatly stressed
by the finding, according to A. V.
Flngulln. SL Louis, secretary of the
association.
“Ninety-five per cent of women's
shoes bear evidence of foot defi
ciency," Flngulln said, “and the fig
ure for men ran to 70 per cent. In
a recent examination of all the
school children ln El Paso. Tex.,
only 10 per cent were found to have
perfect feet"

,
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atir huge frothy kettles of the tweet,
sticky stuff for hours at a time over
a fiery hot range! How did they
stand it?
However, jam “putting up” now
isn't what it used to be—not by a
long, long way. True enough, we
can still get that delicious “grand
mother taste” but true enough, too,
we don't have to go through what
grandmother did to get it! The
modern homemaker can thank the
new automatic electric range for
filling her cupboards with jars of
“yummy, easy-to-make jam”—jam
made in merely "pastime’’ moments;
jam made in a cool, clean, comfort
able kitchen.
You've no doubt heard about the
cooking miracles which the new
electric range performs. In fact,
they are so almost uncanny until
you figure them out for yourself,
that the electric range is referred
to now as the “miracle” range. By
setting a clock, by turning a switch
or by regulating a dial you can get
this magic servant to do cooking
tricks which will simply astound
you and your friends!
Jam Without “Jim-Jams”
Imagine making jam without get
ting the usual case of “jim-jams"!
Sounds almost like a fairy tale,
doesn’t it? Perhaps it is. too, but
it’s a strictly scientific fairy tale,
originated and developed for mod
ern homemakers. This miracle range
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New Kentucky Museum
to House Indian Relic*
Blue Licks, Ky.—A structure of
colonial design la nearing comple
tion here, which will be used as a
museum ln connection with the state
park.
The building will house a collec
tion of Indian relics and historic
bones, that ls aald to be one of the
• most complete ln the South.
The museum building Is being
erected at a cost of $20,000. The
funds were appropriated hy the
Kentucky general assembly ln 1932.
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Find Many Mental
Ills Among Worker*
Dallas, Texas.—Fully 50 per
cent of all persons employed
in American Industries suffer
from varying degrees of emotion
al or mental 111 health, according
to H. L. Pritchett, professor of
sociology at Southern Methodist
university.
Many men and women who
are highly successful in busi
ness and are entirely rational,
nonetheless suffer from emo
tional maladjustment, Prltchet
said.
Relatively few people are en
gaged In the type of work they
really wish to follow, he said.
Most people are engaged as they
are because of compulsion or
circumstance.

THE

HORTEST ROAD

TO
RESULTS
He who rings door bells looking
for a job, a room or any desired ob
jective follows a slow, circuitous
route Indeed. Dur Want-Ad columns
not only locate these prospects for
you but also assure an immediate
interview with an interested pros
pect at the greatest saving of time
and effort.

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

Quadrupeds of the World

Everyday Cooking Miracles

Tallest among the quadrupeds ol
the world, the giraffe le constructed
along a variety of levels, Ita front
legs longer Ilian lta long hind legs,
ami Its neck longer Ilian the longest
of Its other members, with a tongue
of length and flexibility entirely
suited to the architectural whole.
In fact, notes a writer In thy St.
l/rjls Globe-Democrat, there are
evidences in support of one belief
that nature must have started to
make something else when It got
around to fashioning the timid
creature. Original plans probably
called for a quadhiped of conven
tional dimensions and the barrel
and rear running genr must have
been completed before amendments
were decided on. Very likely the
many quadrupeds of comparative
size looked too much alike. So it
was probably decided this new ani
mal should have a much longer
neck, and to make Its neck longer
than the facta Justified It must have
longer front legs. So we have an
animal started ln regularity and
finished tn singularity, with lta body
eloping up from rear to front legs
snd a neck ao long that it distorts
the dlitortlon.
Nature In all truth must have
been In a sportive mood when It
made the giraffe. If It Bought to
give the Jungle a laugh It succeed
ed admirably, giving the laughing
hyena something about which It
could laugh without reatrainL
The beast has tn straddle Itself
all out of ahape to get a drink of
water from the level of lie own
feet! So by habit has taught Itself
to drink very little water, or at
least to drink It with great infre
quency. The long neck, the long
front legs and the up-tllted body
could hardly hare been anything
but afterthoughts.
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Three Seta of Senators

for the U. S. Since 1789

When the nation's first senate was
organized on May 14, 1789, only ten
states were represented, the others
not haring accepted the Constitu
tion. The 20 senators were divided
Into three classes, one of six mem
bers and the other two of seven
members. One member of each
class then drew lots, the class draw
ing No. 1 to serve two years: No.
2 to serve four years, and No. 3
six years. The lots were so ar
ranged that no two senators from
a state fell into the game class.
So tbe country had three seta of
senators, one retiring tn 1791, the
next In 1793, and the third In 1795.
The system so established has never
been changed.
Aa the other states sent senators
they were admitted and assigned
hy lot ln the same way. As their
terns expired, successors were elect
ed for the full six-year term. Sena
tors from new states, by the en
abling act admitting the states,
were also assigned so as to keep
the three classes even.

River Flows Uphill
It has been figured out hy the
United States geological survey that
a point at sea level on the pquator
is about 13 miles farther away from
the center of the earth than a sea
level point at either of the earth's
poles. Their calculations show the
mouth of the Mississippi river to he
four miles farther from the earth's
center than its source. Thus, it may
be said the “Father of Waters"
runs uphill. This phenomenon re
sults from the water In the river
obeying the laws of gravity which
cause It to run from the higher sur
face level at Its course to the lesser
one at Its mouth.—Fathfinder Mag
azine.
Bridal Beads
When the Borneo maiden becomes
a bride her gown has no graceful
train or entrancing veil. Instead she
dresses herself In a bead garment
of batblng-sult proportions. The
Borneo bride Is decidedly decollette,
for her bridal array covers her body
only from below the armpita to the
knees. Her costume for this mo
mentous occasion Is decorated sole
ly with beads, which cover the en
tire gown and form designs of na
tive origin. The hem of the dregs
ls decorated wtth a long fringe.—
Tit-Bits Magazine.
Longfellow's Home
Longfellow’s
home In Cam
bridge, Mass., built ln 1700, Is
doubly famous as the poet's home
and as the one-time "headquarters"
of Gen. George Washington. In the
early days of the Nineteenth cen
tury, the house which entertained
Washington, Talleyrand, Queen Vic
toria’s father, and Charles Dickens wag used as a rooming house
for college students. Longfellow
found quarters there while he was
a young Harvard professor. He be
came the owner of the house in
1843.
Tomb of Hawaii King
The tomb of Lunalllo, sixth king
of Hawaii, Is opposite the city hall
on King street. Lunalllo's dying
wish was that hls body should be
placed In a tomb built by hla fa
ther, Charles KanalDa. It accord
ingly was built In the grounds of
the Kawaiahao church. He and the
flrst Kamehameha, whose burial
place ls unknown, are the only
Hawaiian monarchs who are not
buried In the royal mausoleum tn
Nuuanti valley.
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HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
1-Alllance
44-Suffocate
6-0Id musical instru 47- Half an em
48- Before
ment
50- Pen-name of Mery
11-Singing voice
Evans Cross
12- Faliehood
51- Noah’e ship
14- Cloee by
52- An aromatic herb
15- Bind
16- To snare in a net 54-Point of compass
(abbr.)
18- Greek letter
19- Each (abbr.)
56-Clrl'e name
56- Bestowa
20- Movet back
22- Stannum (abbr.)
57- Sofe
23-The (Fr.)
24- Attempt
VERTICAL
25- Type measure
27-Melte
30-Make amende for I 1-Tardiest
i 2-Pen-name of
32- Egg-ehaped
Charles Lamb
33- Releaee
34- Cubie unit of metric $-Coneumed
4- Depart
measure
5- Chooee
36-Abate
6- Full of seeds
38- A thoroughfare
7- 1nto
(abbr.)
i 8-Born
39- Owns
9-Dines
41- Plural suffix
10-Hypnotie condition
42- Pronoun

l VERTICAL (Cont.)
13-lnactive
16-Exiet
J17-Tellurlum (abbr.)
20- Recompenses
21- Colonls»
23-The baptismal font
26-Soils
28-Very warm
26-Sainte (abbr.)
30- Curiout scrape of
literature
31- National Education
Association (abbr.)
34- Devlee
35- Dead language
37-A New Englander
39- Cavitlee
40- Covering for the
feet
43-lreland
46-Pronoun
46- And (Lat.)
47- Eagle
4*-Terminate
51-An insect
53-Prepoeltion
55-Neer by

(Solution to Previous Pimle)

Finland’s National Bath

TEI

£

la Worth Talking About

In aume country districts of Fluland, both sexes frequently share
the same vapor hath, for preparing
the "sauna," as It Is called. Is an
arduous task and the steam for
one la enough for several people,
according to a correspondent In the
Detroit News.
All afternoon the housewife Is
kept busy heating great stones in
the bath house oven. Then when
the bather—or bathers, as the case
may be—Is ready, she throws wa
ter over the rocks, so causing, the
room to fill with clouds of steam.
Wishing to make the most of op
portunity, Finnish bathers stay on
a platform near the roof, where
the hottest eteam collects. Once
perspiration gets In. someone rubs
the bather's hack with a branch of
birch leaves. The aroma from these
Is quite pleasant and fills the bath
house.
After they have steamed well,
the bathers like to cool off by
taking a dip in one of Finland's
many lakes. If there Is none near
by, they must be satisfied with a
cold shower, or In winter a hurried
roll ln a snow bank.
The Finns are so fond of their
steam baths that farmers often
bnlld their hath houses before con
structing their home, and all the
large cities have public bath houses.

Canadian Indiana Always
Grew Varieties of Corn
When the early explorers came
ln contact with the native Indians,
In different parts of the country, ac
cording to a writer ln the Montreal
Herald, they found that there was
quite a difference In the varieties
of corn they grew. This Is what
we might reasonably expect, when
we come to think of the vast extent
of country on which It was grow
ing. From South America across
Central America and up to latitude
fifty north. In Canada. It grows.
Some of the French missionaries
who did a great deal of the early
exploration In North America have
left records of how they found the
Indians growing small patches of
Indian corn. Tn south and tropical
parts was found the large Juicy type
that we know as “dent" corn. As
It heenmes ripe. It dries and shrinks
with a wrinkle nnd a dent In the
end of the grain. As we get far
ther north the corn becomes smcjler nnd drier and harder In the
grain. This Is what we know as
the "flint.”
The Canadian farmers are still
growing a variety known ns Csnadn
corn, that Is almost Identical with
the corn the northern Indians were
growing at the tjme they were first
met with.
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HOTEL
BELLEVUEI

BBACON STREET
BOSTON

Ideal location on Beacon Hill,
beside the State House, and
overlooking Boston Coaunoa
and Public Gardena.

RESTAURANT
6 h carte and table d'hote
Club BreakfaM

Lunch
Dinner

CAFETERIA
Pleasant outside location fac
ing Bowdoin and Beacon
Street*. Modem and up-todate
A variety
moderately priced

of foods

BUaOPFAN PLAN KATM
Rooma without bath

$2.00

up

Rooms with bath

$3.00 up
Special ratet fee
permanent eccupattOf

BOSTON

NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/

•ATES:
Jmqle ’»•-**$»

to Your hotel in BOSTON

BOOMS WTa BATB

RADIO
SERVIDOR
TUB X5H0WER

>

Ad-Taker

9'°

18

I

HANGER

Phone 770

8

" NORTH STATION

•a STKP-fremyeee TRAIN- tayaer ROOM*
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OLD PORT OF ROME
REVEALS ITS PAST

Young Craftsman Honored by Braves

Rome.—The excavation* being
conducted at Ostia, the ancient
port of Home, are beginning to
rival, at leaat In the popular fancy;
those at Herculaneum and Pom
peii. While the two Graeco-Roman
cltlea of the Neapolitan Campanln
were almoat entirely dedicated to
leisure and elegant life. Oatla
thrived with commercial life and
Ita people were principally manu
facturer*. merchant*, amall capitallata, clerk* and sailor*.
“It wa* a population always on
the move and alert," «ay» the Agen.
via d'ltalla of Rome, "and hnvlng
dealing* with merchant* and brok
en and travelen coming from
every part of the ancient world.
Thl* explain* Oatla'* appearance,
very different from Pompeii, with
Ita large number of 'Insulae.' which
In ancient Rome were the type
of houaes used by the lower ami
middle classe*.

Globe-Circling Trip in
Two Weeks Soon a Fact

Raymond Doerr, 23 year* old, of Battle Creek, Michigan, la made an
honorary chieftain by Chief Wolverine of tho Iroquois at their Caughnawage, Canada, reservation. Doerr wee winner of a >5.000 university
scholarship in th* first modal coach-building competition conducted by the
Fisher Body Corporation. He also io president of tho Craftsman's Guild
Alumni. The ceremony was conducted during the fifth convention of tho
Guild at Montreal,

WARREN

have been guests of Mrs Orrin Wing
at Belfast are now visiting Mr and
Mrs Kenneth Cou nts.

Committees fcr the apron rale, Nov
14 a' the Congregational Chapel In
clude Aprcns. Mrs AIxada 81 mm ons.
EAST UNION
Mrs Ella Cunningham. Mrs. Eleanor
Barrett. Mrs Oertrude Hahn. Mrs
Mr and Mrs. Oeorge Law. aoEdna Moc t; candy Mi's Morjorle companied by Mrs Amy Fuller of
Spear. Mr- Christine Barker Miss Warren, visited relatives here Friday
Bcu’ah S'arrett Mrs Evelyn Rob nMlsa C A Flske of Damariscotta
ton; ml'ce’.laneou?. Mrs Iva McKel- was recent guest of Mrs Mary Paylar. Mrs Rosina Buber Mrs Nancy son and Mrs Edna Kearly
Clark. Mrs. Hda Ru'vell. Mrs. AdsMrs Fred Spear and two children
laide Norword; grabs Mrs Janet and Mrs Charlotte Bryant were
Pcbiron and Mrs Grace Camp- visitors Wednesday at the home of
bell; decora'ions. Mrs Anna Starrett Prank Ooff ln Union.
and Mrs Nettle Vlnal.
1 Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Morton
Mr and M-s. Everett A. Bird of were called to Boston Friday night
Ca cade. N H were guests a few owing to the serious illness of Mr
days la't week of Mr and Mrs. Henry Morton's father. L. L. Morton of
V Starrett.
Washington who Is a patient ln tha J
Mrs Ororge Moody Mrs Berkeley
Winslow of Rock’and. Mr and Mrs
James 8'orer and Mrs Martha Eugley of North Waldobor? Mr and Mrs
Warren Stllphen of Bath were recent callers ot Mrs Amanda WinsloWS
i
Mm Oeorge Holt of Belfast has
been gue-1 of the Winslow s for a few
day While in thb town she also
was a caller on aeveral other friends

A masquerade ball will be held at |
the Highland Orange Fridav evening
with prizes for costumes
The Freshman reception held Frl- 1
day evening at Olover HaU was succf^fu, and wll attended
Gue'ts Sunday of Mr and Mrs.
H V Starrett were W E Maxey Mrs
Allot Bird Mr? L. M Bird of Oar- ’
diner. Mr. and Mrs Everett H Maxey
of Augu'ta. Mbs Alice Bird recently
returned from a visit to her former
home. Orav Bull Wyoming the com
plete Journey made by plane.
Mr and Mrs Clarence Spear ac- i
companied by Mr. and Mrs. Lyman
Randall of this place and Mr and
Mrs. Lavon Oodfrey of South Thom- j

N«*' England Baptist Hospital
Miss Dorothy Morton was at home
from Portland over the weekend
The next Farm Bureau meeting
will be Oct 4 In the Orange dining
room
Mrs. Lottie Wellman and daughter.
Helen, arc enjoying a pleasant vac“°n “mong friends ln Connecticut,
They will also visit In Massachusetts
Rhode Island before returning
home.

For the Modish Coif

Chicago.—A globe-circling Jour
ney In 15 day* wlll soon be a real
ity a* a projected transpacific sir
service nears establishment, aay*
a bulletin Issued by United Air
Line*.
It will be possible to leave tbe
Padflc coast, for example, hy sir
and be back home In 15 days. In aston picnicked Sunday at Mt. Togo, j
cluding a steamer crossing of the Northport
Atlantic, the only section of the
Dr Leland Shafer and Dr Bertha
trip not made by air. Thia remark Shafer of Chicago, sojourning in |
ably fast time for a world tour will
be speeded up even more when Ma'ne for a few weeks who, accom
transatlantic service Is developed. panied by Mrs Nora Russell and Mrs
The schedule, based on the pro Viola Durgin enjoyed a motor trip to
posed Pan-American transpacific the Gaspe Peninsula have returned
air passenger trip, calls for the here for a few days.
.following Itinerary; California to
Mrs. Benjamin Watts had as guests
-Manila by air, three daya; Manila
overnight Friday. Mrs. Marcia Bow-1
• to Singapore by air, one day; Sing
apore te Amsterdam by air, flve den and son Carlton of Cutler.
Callers Saturday at the home of
•days; Amsterdam to Paris by air.
, two hours; Paris to La Havre by Mr and Mrs. Benjamin Watts were
Strain, three hours; La Havre to James Cate-s of Rockland, and Wil
New York by steamer, four and liam Wells of Lubec.
The Paris Ofiro
one-half days; New York to Cal
Miss Bernice Peyler who spent »vn j
Dn Pont Stylo Sorvico
ifornia by United Air Lines' over
weeks' vacation with her aunt, Miss ,
night plane.
pARIS—Ornaments are more and
Thus Jules Verne's famous fic Adelle Peyler. returned Sunday to
more ln favor for evening coif
tion plan of "Around the World In Providence
fures this Fall, a great number of
Frank D Rowe substituted Wed the new hair ornaments showing
80 Days," which was * sensation
In 1872, becomes merely a leisurely nesday at Union High School for th? this plaited effect in metal or al
sojourn around the globe.
principal. William Thomas, who wa? bene threads. At the top of the pic
ture, the ornament is In silver
Ul.
threads with small plastic flowers
Mrs. Nora Russell and guests. Dr.
Wider U«e» Being Found
matching the dress in color, snd
for Insulin Treatment Leland Shafer and Dr. Bertha Shafer below Is one In albene combining
Toronto.—Insulin has many more of Chicago, accompanied by Mrs different shades of blue In degrade
uses than that of treatment for Viola Durgin. Mr. and Mrs. Frank effect. Plaquettes of silt cellulose
diabetes. Dr. C. H. Best, professor Davis enjoyed a picnic and visit Sun- film enhanced with coral beads
of physiology at the University of day to the Fish Hatchery at Booth-! forra another modish combination,
and at the bottom is an ornament
Toronto and co-dlscoverer of In bay Harbor
made of the same material in
sulin, told the Canadian Health asMr. and Mrs. Ira Eugley of Olen
grenat color and ln lrridescent
soclatlcn.
don visited Friday at the home of Mr. transparent tone.
•The stinging sensation which
and Mrs. Newell Eugley.
results from the application of In
Mrs. Myrtle Broadman and Jeruel
sulin In nondlabetlc cases provides
definite therapeutic value," he said. Hart wre callers Thursday on Mr and
“Case* of Insanity where the pa Mrs. Hartley Watts at Ea't Union
tient refuses to eat also have been and Mr'. Mary Clark at Union.
.aided by small doses of insulin, for
Mrs. Pearl Boggs who has been at
It stimulates hunger. Persons af the home of Mr. and Mrs. Parker Mc
Withsul Cjlsmel—And TwH Jum. Oil st Bed is
lhe Merninf Bens' te Ge
flicted with anesthesia have also Kellar. lifts returned to Marlboro,
The liver should pour out two pounds of
been assisted to recovery."
liquid bile into your bowels daily. If this bile
Mass.
is not flowing freely, your food doesn't digest.
Mr. and Mrs Bart Pellicanc accom
It just decays in the bowelR. Gas bloats up
your stomach. You get constipated. Your
panied by Nicholas Pelllcane of Rock
whole system is poisoned and you feel sour,
sunk and the world looks punk.
land motored Saturday to Lewiston.
Laxatives are only makeshifts. A mere
i Sore,Irritated Skin
bowel movement doesn't get at the cause. It
Mrs. Parker McKellar went last
takes
good, old Carter’s Little Liver
Wherevi
Wherever it is—howevarbroken the week to Marlboro. Mass. where she Pills tothose
get these two pounds of bile flowing
•^wsurface-freely
urface-freely apply soothing «
j111 visit with relatives for a time.
freely and make you feel "up and up”. Harm
less. gentle, yet amazing in making bile flow
Mrs Vivian Cousins Banes and in freely. Aak for Carter’s Little Liver Pills by
name Stubbornly refuse anything else. tte.
O issi c, m co.
fant daughter of Bristol, iVnn., who

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE-

>E S RELIEF

UNION

Funerals, Weddings Are

Excavators at Ostia Bare
Many Tombs and Houses.

Ancient Tomb* Unsarthsd.
“The discovery made a few day*
ago In the excavation* along the
southern aide of Ostia, near the
new ‘motor road' going to the
Roman Lido, wlll attnet especially
the attention of archeologist*. It
consist* of a mas* of tomb*, some
of which seem to go aa far back
a* the epoch of Augustus and ap
pear to be very singular In their
type and structure. These excava
tions were made on an area of
about 100 meter* on one side and
150 on the other.
“A road, Roman paved, shows the
beginning of the newly explored
area, passing along two rows of
building* recently excavated. A lit
tle further on are some stair* at
the end of which ts a square show
ing on the left side the molding
of a atone monument, on a quad
rangular basis, almost flve meters
high. It I* one of the most char
acteristic Roman tomb* of the
Imperial epoch, of a style reserved
for wealthy famllle*.
"In the central part of the area
excavated, both on the right and
on the left, are cubicles, nearly all
built with curved vault*, with
niche* of various sixes cut Into the
walla.
Many Fine Pictures.
“On the walls are remarkable
painting* and stucco. One picture
la three meter* wide and two me
ter* high and represents a lion de
vouring the head of an ox.
“Painted under the central screen
I* another representing a crocodile,
a boat with two pigmies rowing,
also two ducks, one with a pigmy
riding on Its back.
“Another picture. In a niche, rep
resents a woman sitting In front
of a amall table and a human fig
ure with wings. On the right are
a peacock and some other birds
and on the small vault a bird look
ing very much like a crane.
“These pictures are astonishing
ly Uke those of the Empress Lina's
‘nlnfeum’ at Saxa Rubra. In a
cubicle, enclosed In an urn, are
many animal bones, most probably
sheep bones, belonging presumably
to animals sacrificed according to
pagan rile*. Every tomb I* covered with Inscriptions containing
the names of the dead."
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Quite Alike in Peiping

The streets of Peiping, China,
are a continuous snd colorful spec
tacle. You see persons with aston
ishing physiognomies. In costumes
beautiful and hlxarre, and engaged
In unusual occupationa. They are
flowing lines of traffic—sauntering
pedeatrlnns, hurrying rickshaws,
awkward wheelbarrows, low, twowheeled truck hauled by a doxen
coolies and unmercifully loaded.
Late model motor rare dash In and
out among old Pekin carts anil.
smart little carriages drawn by
small but sturdy Mongolian ponies.
Up and down the main avenue move
tranicnrs. English In style of struc
ture, but American In the manner
of clanging gongs.
Funerals snd weddings add Inter
est to the ever moving panorama,
write* a correspondent In the Chi
cago Tribune The nrtlfldal flowers,
the uniformed participants, the
banners, the drum* and trumpets
nnd cymbals, the priests, the bril
liant and startling colors, the slow
marches, the weird music—all are
much the same for both funeral and
wedding, snd a foreigner does not
know which be Is wltnesseslng un
til the canopy enclosed coffin or the
curtained sedan chair of the bride
passe* him. The distinguishing ob
ject, If It be a coffin, may be borne
on bamboo polea by as many a* fl-t
carriers, each with a relief man
marching by his side—a total of
128 coffin bearer*.
When a funeral turns a corner,
or when the procession stops for tea
on the way, "devtl money" is thrown
Into the air. The evil spirit* stop to
gather up this largess, nnd the soul
of the departed la thus assured a
more peaceful Journey.
Mayflower* Passenger*
Were Booked by Families

The Mayflower when It arrived
at Plymouth, Mass., December 21,
1620. after a two months' voyage
from Southampton, England, states
a writer Id the Philadelphia In
quirer, bad the following male pas
sengers who landed with their fam
ilies:
Allerton, Isaac; Allerton. John;
Rillington, John; Bradford, William ;
Brewster,
William;
Brltterage,
Richard: Brown, Peter; Carver.
John; Chilton, James; Clarke. Rich
ard; Cook, Francis; Crackton,
John; Dotey, Edward; Eaton, Fran
cis ; English, Thos.; Fletcher. Moses;
Fuller, Edward; Fuller, Samuel;
Gardiner, Richard; Goodman, John;
Hopkins, Stephen; Howland, John ;
Leister. Edward; Margeson. Ed
ward; Martin. Christopher; Mulling,
William; Priest, Degony; Rlgdale,
John; Rogers, Thomas; Soule,
George; Standish, Miles; Tlly, Ed
ward; TUy, John; Tinker, Thomas;
Turner, John; Warren, Richard;
White, William; Williams, Thomns;
Winslow, Edward; Winslow, Gil
bert.
There were fifteen male servants
on the Mayflower whose names
were: Carter, Coper, Ely, Holbeek,
Hooke, Langemore, Latham. Minter,
Moore, Prower, Sampson, Story,
Thompson, Trevore, Wilder.
Ancient Swedes

Before the year 1295 the consti
tution of the English parliament—
consisting of barons, clergy, knights
of the shire, and burgesses—had
been completely established, and its
power to control taxation was
acknowledged by King Edward L
It is the undoubted Mother of Par
liaments, but the Swedish Riksdag
some time ago marked, by a series
of festivities. Its five hundredth an
niversary, and so may claim to be
second In precedence In the world.
Tradition says that it began ln 1435
In the little town of Arboga, 80
miles west of Stockholm, when
Engelbrekt, the popular leader of
hls age, summoned a meeting of
bishops, knights, squires, townsmen,
and peasants to help him throw off
the yolk of Denmark. The Inclusion
of the peasantry renders thl* call
unique, for It was not until late In
the last century thst Britain rose
to that standard of democracy.
Sweden's written constitution dates
from 1810, snd is thus, with the
one exception of America, the pos
sessor of the oldest written consti
tution In the world.—Tlt-BIts Magaxlne.

Lights of NewYork
By

t, I. SUVCNSON

Funeral icrvices for Mrs. Leola
May MacDonald were held Saturday

from the residence. Rev T C Chap

man of the Methodist Church who
believed that the big, old fashioned officiated read Mrs. MacDmald's
mansion that for years has stood
favorite poem “Mother Love" Many
hard by the Meadow Brook Hunt
club, was haunted. Known as Phoe friends were present and floral
nix Lodge, It was once the home tributes were numerous. The bear
of the eccentric multimillionaire,
Jacques I.ebaudy, son of the "sugar ers were Fred 8. Kcnn'sion, Bert
king” of France. Rack In 1908. I-e- Jones. R Sargent Ralnh Savwsrd.
liauily, who styled himself “Em Oecrge Oliver and Melvin Phllbrook
peror of the 8ahara," led nn expe Mrs. Leon Evancv. Mrs Reverdy Cardition Into Africa to claim 3.500,000 roll ?ang. with piano accompaniment.
acres of desert together with what
he called, “the most valuable mines “Beautiful Isle of Somewhere" ard
In the world.” The adventure last "When They Ring Thos- Oolden
ed Just seven month*. Then Le Bells for You and Me." Inlermen'
bandy and hls "empress" came to «•*.« In the family lot In Hallowell
America and took up their abode cemetery.
in Phoenix Lodge. In the 50 rooms
• • • •
he Installed costly furniture and
High
School Notes
tapestry, and had the 250-acre es
tate laid out tn ouch beautiful for
School opened Sept 0 with the
mal garden* that It became the rame teachers a' last year. Durin’
show place of Long Island. Inci the summer Mr Tlioma' a'tend'-d
dentally, the French government
Columbia University and Mis? Merri
had to send a cruiser to bring back
field did graduate work at Borton
Florence Rice and Norman Foiter in "Superjpeed'
Ix'baudy's “subjects."
University.
The enrollment this
• • •
Ten years passed. Then came year Is 85
Thc Junior clans rings have arrived ronise the h'gh 'chool reft hment
The freshman reception wav held nnd tho e of the sophemores have booth at Unl:n Pair th'a year.
the happening that laid the founda
tion for the ghost story which Fridav night in U . H 8 gvmna lum been ordered
Mrs Clark who returned thia year
caused the timid to whistle and Punch and cookies were served by
Sybil Hawes Thelma Hannan. to teach music, is generally wel
hurry when they passed Phoenix the sophomore class
Olenys Lermond and Virginia Flint comed
Lodge at night. Though she had
Economcs ha' been added to the visited school last week.
The history and English rinses
unlimited wealth and waa living In
Tlie volley ball net which has been observed Cor ' tutlon week In an ap
a mansion finer than many a famed cour'e of study, which will be
palace of old, Mrs. Lebandy evi more beneficial lo some than the placed ln the old achool yard is much propriate wav. A theme written by
dently wasn’t happy. The proof i courses In French which they have enjoyed.
Eltanor Simmons of the .-ophomore
lies In the fart that one night tdie previously been required to take
It Is hoped that everyone will pat cla's was rpecallv commendable.
shot the "Emperor of the Sahara "
She alleged that he had beaten her,
and some time later she was ac
quitted by a jury on her plea of
self-defense. Then she went back
' SEPT. (3 - ta to France and Phoenix Lodge fell
not only In disrepair but also Into
disrepute. Weed* choked the gar
dens; the tapestries rotted—and
there were stories of mysterious
lights and noises.
• • •
Eventually, government agents—
G men are not superstitious. It
seems—decided It might be well
to look Into these tale*. So they
kept watch on the decadent man
sion for some time. Then they
made a raid and captured, not a
sheeted wraith, but a still, capable
of turning out 1,000 gallon* of al
cohol a day and so modern that It
required merely a single attend
ant And now Phoenix Lodge Is
merely an old house where there
was a shooting.
• • •
Maybe you’ve heard of Harold
Pfleger, who. alnce last November
atioh
has had 14 blood transfusions. Thst
fourteen-yenr-old'a fight for life has
been grim business Indeed. But he
has refused to take It that way. So
the doctors snd nnrses of New York
hospital are strong for the cheer
ful. game youngster—so strong Inded thst they desired to do some
thing more for him than called for
In the dally routine. Questioning
developed the fact that the one thing
In all the world he wanted was
a dog. As a matter of fact, he
bnd even picked ont a name. Terry,
for the dog he hoped some day to
own.
• • •
In a short time, Harold's wish
reached the Society for the Pre
vention of Cruelty to Anlmnls. It
came at Just the right moment, too.
because there was waiting at the
animal hospital at Avenue A and
KELLOGG'S
PKGS
Twenty-third street, a dog that
needed a boy—a stray wire-haired
fox terrier with a tan face and
white whiskers. The dog wasn't
transferred to Harold—that couldn't
be done because of hospital rules—
CCBRANDA
TINS
so hls brother acted as hls repre
sentative. Then with Terry, the
brother went up to New York hos
pital.
WHOLE WHEAT BISCUIT «u.<xx»
kgs
c
• • •
Harold was waiting. Hts bed Is
CORKED BEEF HASH kuooke
can
c
flve floors above the street, but
those doctors snd nurses pushed It
TALL
NARON-WIDE
, close to the window and he could
CANS
BAKED BEANS Pm. Vvllcw Cmsee hls brother and dog walking
1 slowly up and down on the side
walk below. Every afternoon, there
STRONGHEART
SPECIAL!!
I* that same parade. Maybe It wss
THIS WEIF OHLY
that last transfusion and maybe
It was the dog. At any rate, a tel
ifnqH.hSh.UE^Sm.awic.
SANTA CRUZ
B1G
ephone message to the hospital re
veals the fact that In a very short
PEACHES Halve. a CANjVC
time now Harold wlll be well enough
>i
SILVER
SLICE-WHOLE SECTIONS
to go home.
At Westbury, L. I„ many persons

CWD0C3

coi°? 1

CORK FLAKES
BISCUIT FLOUR
TOMATO SOUP

Claims Prehistoric Lake

Nevada lays claim to a prehis
toric lake, Lnhonton, In the west
ern part of the state. The story of
geologic ages la written In the Ne
vada plateau. The palisades of
the Humboldt river formed by vio
lent lava flows at different periods
are more remarkable than those of
the Hudson. Bones of the masto
don and camel have been found In
the terraces and lower reaches of
this river. Here and there are hot
springs whose curative powers were
highly prlxed by the Indians.
One Grand Dame—How's your
daughter’s golf?
‘ Another Grand Dame—She says
'she’s going around In less and less
'every week.
First Grand Dame—I don't doubt
Hint. I asked about hcT golf.

15<

2

25c

3

20c

■

. 2

23

.

24

27c

HYDRO* J**’000 ’4
LMGC. PKG

A provincialism Is a term or ex
pression that Is current in a certain
locality but that Is not known tn.
perhaps, an adjacent locality, says
Literary Digest. Peculiarities of
expression that distinguish a Scot
from an Englishman, a Cockney
Londoner from a Sheffielder, or. In
the United States, a New Englander
from a Midwesterner, a Southerner
from a Northerner, a Texan from a
“down-Eastern” Maine citlxen, are
all grouped under the general clas
sification of provincialisms, some
times referred to as dlalectlclsms.
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H
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O Ball Syndicate.—WXU Servlet.

Provincialism
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Fir* Bell Imperils Station

Elyria, Ohio—Fire Chief William
Bates has asked W. H. Vonoster,
of Elyria, to do away with the cur
few and the ringing of the Are bell
In the tower above the Are station.
The Are chief says If they continue
to ring the stntion will cave In. The
poor condition of the fire hall was
cited by the chief lo a letter asking
for a new station.

Too Tough to Die,
Is Boast of Town
Tombstone, Arlx.—Tombstone,
the town that proudly described
Itself as “the town that was too
tough to die,” Is nothing If not
foreslghted, despite accu.vations
thst It Is living in Its glamorous
past.
Members of the Tombstone
American Legion post will march
In the grand pnrade at the Na
tional Legion convention In St.
Louis next September, bearing
banners, "Tombstone, 1975 Con
vention City.”
That, of course, Is only 40
years In the future.

Turn That Vacant Room
Into Caah With a
“To Rent” Advertisement
in The Courier-Gazette
Telephone 770

PETIT
BEIIRRE
Biscuits
jits
quality
leave with

seveaa^ei

2 cans 29c

FANCY SALAD

DESSERTS

TASTE BETTER

exceertONAL

GRAPEFRUIT

29‘

lb23t- ]

. 2 cans25c

SHRIMP .

THRCK CROW BRANO
RURf

THREE CROW—Tht Bc.t for Pickling

MUSTARD

Vanilla & Lemon

V 27c

.

CXTWACT
lOZflg

IHREE CROW

WHOLE CLOVES

BOT

in “8c

ASSORTED FLAVORS

JELL-O

Stock up on thi. Low Price

PKGS

THREE CROW BAKING SODA

.

ELECTRIC LUSTRE STARCH 'sr 2
NATION-WIDE MATCHES
A

.

PHYSICIAN'S PRESCRIPTION FOR 1HIRTY YEARS

1 LB
PKG

PKGS

6—
LARGE
BOTTLE

RODERIC COUGH BALSAM
BUSINESS BUILDERS SALE

LUX .

LARGE
PKG

RINSO

LARGE
PKGS

22c
39<

NATION-WIDE

I IIV
LUX

TOILET
SOAP

LIFEBUOY SOAP

4

bars

25c

4 bars 25c

SERVICE GROCERS

THOMASTON
The public supper ln St. John's
parish hall has been postponed until
Saturday at 6 p m. The ladles of 8t.
John's Auxiliary will meet Thursday
evening with Miss Edna Watts at
her home on High street.

THIS and THIS and THIS and TJIIS

would cod about

ton

Mr. and Mrs. Adelbert Orafton of
Friendship werc weekend vi-’.torx at
the home of Mrs Aletha Thompson
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Rowland of
New York city spent the weekend
with Mrs Rowland's sister. Mrs
Enoch Clark.
Mrs Herbert Newbert returned
Saturday from Whitinsville. Mass,
where she has been visiting her
daughter Mrs. Clotson.
Mrs. Mary Cottam of Beechwood
street has os guests Mrs Adele Ccan
and Mrs Harriet James of Brookline.
Mass.
Mrs Kenneth Paunoe who has
been visiting ln town, returned to
Dedham. Mass. Saturday, accom
panied by her mother. Mrs. Tufts ]
Out of town guest; who came to |
attend the Stiles-Carter wedding
were: Mrs S T. Reed. Miss Mary]
Reed. Mrs NelEe Vaughan. Dr. and i
Mrs Charles Sharpe of Orono; Mr
and Mrs. William C. Stiles. Mrs.
Raymond Mayo, Mrs Richard Smith
Mr. and Mrs Albert Chapman. Miss
Mary Chapman ot Portland Mr. and j
Mrs Leroy Oc.rie. Miss Martha
Oorrie We tbrook; Mrs R L. Strat
ton Mr and Mrs. John Chisholm.
Master Rcbert Chi'holm. Rockland:
Mr and Mrs Walter H Rich. Fal
mouth Foreside: Mr and Mrs Wil
liam McCann. West Falmouth: Miss I

2

Detroit.—Eugene Vidal, federal
director of air commerce, reviewed
the progress made here to date ln
the nine most promising projects
redeemed with the development of
a light and Inexpensive airplane
sufficiently safe for an automobile
driver to fly.
Despite the apparent Inability of
the aircraft Industry to believe In
the possibility of turning out a $700
airplane as Indicated by the ma
chines on exhllblt at the 19SR allAmerican aircraft show, Vidal as
serts that there Is every hope that
such a machine will be on the mnrket within a short time. He said
several builders whose experiment
al designs were ordered built by
the bureau have turned out ma
chines which seemingly meet all
these demands.
“At least three of our projects
are very promising Indeed," he anlil.
"The ships can be flown abs<Jutely
EAST WALDOBORO
safe by novice pilots. They do not
Mrs Emily Jameson has been re- | spin, they land themselves hands
off or with the stick all the way
cent guest of her granddaughter. Mrs
back from 200 feet. They are, what
Clifford Allen in Rocland.
we think sufe airplanes.
Mr and Mrs Frank M. Goodwin of
Ships Art Sals.
Quincy. Mass. are visiting the lat
"Don't
mistake me to say that
ter's brother. James Mank.
theae ships are unsafe,” and he
Mr and Mrs. Edward Cbombs and
waved out the window where sev
Mrs. Harry McIntire were visitors
eral transport air liners were
Sunday evening ln Augusta.
drawn up before the Detroit City
Alton Mank and family were guests Terminal building, dozens of small
er planes were "hopping passen
Friday of Mr and Mrs Walter Fitch
gers" and Vidal's own cabin mono
in Bath.
plane he had flown down from
Misses Madeline Bines. Sue Barlow
Washington with Frederick K.
and Phyllis Bowers attended Gloria Neely, chief of the information sec
Monahans birthday party at the vil tion of the bureau.
lage Saturday afternoon.
"Properly flown they are safe,
but the planes we are building ran
Albert Mank of Round Pond called
be flown with only a couple of hours'
Wednesday on his father. F. N. Mank
Mr and Mrs. Leland Orff, daughter Instruction almost by anyone at
all." The plane nearest completion
Elsa. Mrs Florence Flanders and MisIs the tailless Waterman high wing
Marian Flanders were at the home ot
monoplane. Tbe enclosed cabin
their aunt, Mrs Angeletta P Waters
seats two and has a 95 horse power
at Damariscotta Mills last Sunday on motor turning a pusher propeller st
the rear. The rudders are at the
a social call.
wing tips with ailerons and eleva
Mrs. Percy Miller and parents. Mr
tors ln the trailing edge of the
and Mrs. Ernest Burns of South Waiwing.
doboro weTe dlnner «uesU Tuesday ol
We are ready to give the machine
Mrs Daniel Olrou* in Waterville,
an .approved type certificate (the
ultimate stamp of Department of
Mr and
Walter A Rmes Bnd
dau«hter Madeline enjoyed a motor Commerce approval and It Is
to be flown East by a novice
trlp
t0 Canada and
pilot. It passed all its tests with
^Locsehead Lake region.
flying colors, having a top speed
Mrs James Mank visited her sister
slightly over 110 miles an hour, and
Mrs. Bertha Frost in Thomaston last can be landed with wheel brakes
Friday.
locked. We tried for two weeks
to spin It. but couldn't"
Mr and Mrs Wilbur Stratton were
Another machine ls the Welck
Rockland visitors Saturday.
high wing monoplane with pusher
Miss Leona Rlnes. R. N.. of Port
motor. Its tail Is at tbe rear, on
land is guest of Mr and Mrs. J. A
the end of an outrigger boom. Fred
Rlnes.
Welck of the Langley field. Va.,
Mr and Mrs E R Moody of War
N. A. C. A. laboratories was the
ren. and Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Webster of original deslguer, but It now ia be
Fairtflpld called Sunday at the home ing completed by Fairchild. It has
"flown beautifully," Vida said.
of C. C. Bowers.

centa a day
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STAR THEATRE

• MISCELLANEOUS ♦

“Without Regret”

“Dinky”

“When a Man
Sees Red”

In Everybody’s Column
AdvertlMmenta U> this oolumn not to
exceed three llnea Inserted once for 25
aena. threa times Hot 50 cants.

Speed Over 110 Mites.

The'‘roadableantoglro"ls an entire
ly different sort of machine, Neely
stated. When finally delivered to
the bureau In October It is expect
ed to be a sensation. Direct lift,
meaning that no forward run will
be necessary for It to get Into the
air, perpendicular descent, cruising
speed over 110 miles nn hour on
a (X) horse power motor, and gear
ing to allow lt to be driven at 20
miles nn hour over highways, the
pilot's "garage" and a clear field,
are the unusual characteristics.
There are three attempts under
way to convert Inexpensive produc
tion type automobile engines for
airplane use. One ls a Hudson Terraplane engine with a belt nnd pul
ley reduction gear, another Is a
Ford V8 engine, and the third Is
a Plymouth motor.
Dean Hammond, youthful design
er of the Hammond Y safety plane
which In Its original version has
failed to meet the speed require
ments of the Department of Com
merce contract nn'der which It was

They1ru Here! New 1936
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tional llnea Ova cants each tor ona time
16 rents tor three tlmea. Sli words
make a Una.

; LOST AND FOUND •

House* Sherman, li
T„ ROCKLAND,

RELIABLE MAN wanted to call on
farmers In Knox County Make up to
$12 a day
No experience or capital.
Write McNESS CO.. 'Dept M Freeport
III
115*lt
IN PENOBSCOT BAY a varnished
LaWlev rowboat loat: Oars marked B R
H. Finder notify 8 B NORTON Dark
Harbor Te! 6V Reward
113-111
~ LARGE
BROWN pocketbook
lost
Saturday night at Oakland Park or
Camden REWARD Tel. Rockland 224-J

THE

SaeE

llJ’lIS

ELECTRICITY
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graduate of the University of Maine, BLUES VANISHED AT “CIRCUS"
class of 1931 and a member of the
Phi Eta Kappa fraternity. He ls Sid? Shows and Fun Gabrr At
the .American Legion Auxiliary'*
engaged in the insurance business
Pi e-en tation
ln Portland.
The house was decorated with an
“The Circus." presented Thursday
abundance of flowers, given by
and Friday evenings at Watts hall,
friends and beautifully arranged by
proved to be the promised sure cure
Mrs. R O Elliot, which formed a
for
the blues, from the first "Step
mos, attractive setting for the cere
mony
An informal reception fol right up. folks," ot the barker to the
lowed the wedding, during which re closing with old Zacharlah ln hls
freshments were served Mrs. John wheel cliair beating time with hts
Chisholm ot Rockland and Miss Kay gouty foot. The side show wtth its
Turner of Thomaston presided at Beardo tlie clowns. Luella the fat
the punch bowl, wbile Misses Jane lady. Myron the cowboy, the mighty
Miller, Dorothy Starrett, Rebecca, Rajah and the rest, furnished laughs
Robinson. Harriet Wilson and Phyllis and thrills, and the pony girls and
Belasco and Mrs William K Mc the "Little Colonel" delighted the
Cann of West Falmouth served audience.
It was a good clean show, and the
Masters Robert Chisholm and Payson Oeorge passed the wedding cake excellent performances both nights
made by the bride's aunt. Miss Mary reflect credit on the director. Mtss
Prancys Cooke of the Amateur
McPhail.
Jennie Moody. Newton Highlands
The bride's cake was the hadi- Theatre Guild of Boston, and on the
Mass.; Miss Mar)' Nicholson. Cam- ,
Mrs. Katherine Risteen
work and gift of Mrs. Percy Dem players.
bridge. Mass.; Mr and Mrs. Charles
mons and much merriment »•«.' president of the Legion Auxiliary
A. Brown. West Hartford. Conn : Mr
caused when the bride cut it and and general chairman, extends
and Mrs. Carl Bruns. Fore t Lake;
the various gifts whkh the cake con thanks to the aiding committees,
Mrs Willis Vinal. Josef Vinal. War
players and public, with a particular
ren; Miss Doris Oross Stonington; ! tained. were received by the guests word of appreciation to Miss Cooke
Miss Doris Gross of Stonington had
and Mies Margaret McKusick. Winfor her efficient work
charge of the guest book, and Mrs
stsd. Conn.
Mrs Edna Young was tkket chairCharles A. Brown of West Hartford.
The regular meeting of Grare
man. Mrs Shirley Williams, cast;
Conn., sister of the groom, the gifts
Chapter O ES will be held Wednes
The young couple left shortly Mrs Mabel Achom and Mrs. Lillian
day at 7 30. Although it is not neces
after the ceremony. The bride's i Coman. properties; and Mrs Hazel
sary to dress in white, every officer is
traveling costume was a rust wool Anzalone and Mrs. Carlotte Gray,
expected to be present
suit with brown accessories. The advertising.
Mrs Is:a Brown was a caller Sun- ,
An agriculturist here who was
groom's gift to the bride was a
day on Mr and Mr-. E. P. Starrett. j
beautiful Jade ring Presents re made recent victim of garden thieves
Mr. and Mrs Herbert Fales enter- ,
ceived in their beauty and number, to the tune of a ton or more of hand
tamed Sunday the Fales family at i
were indicative of the high esteem some squashes, had a hunch the
the old homestead on the Meadow
other night that the same parties
of family and friends.
rood All the children and nearly all 1
Mr and Mrs Stiles will be at had designs on hls cabbages and
the grandchildren of the late Eugene
home after Oct 1 at 110 Revere about the time he thought they
Fales were present, the only absen
street, Woodfords. Congratulations were due, he laid in wait for them
tees being Ethel L Foster of Ply
As they did not show up, he investi
mouth. N. H.. and Mr and Mrs } are extended the young couple.
Fred Morton. Mrs Gladys Barton .
gated and located a truck where lt
Ralph McDonald and ton Bruce of '
and
daughter Sue. who have been visit- ■
had
no
right
to
be.
The
local
police
,
GEORGE A. Bl'RNS
Portland. These present were Mr I
ing Mrs. Nellie Reever, returned Sun-!
George Arthur Burns, 61. died Tues went on a tour of investigation,— I
and Mrs W. B Poster of Thcmasday at the Massachusetts General with a flash light. They were evi- ' day to Fitchburg. Mass.
tc»; Mr and Mrs H O Fales Port
Hospital. He had been ill for about dently seen as it became very quiet.; Mr. and Mrs. Pietla were tendered a
land; Mr and Mrs Charles Fales.
They then went to the State Police surprise party Saturday evening by j
two weeks with lobar pneumonia.
Wrentham. Mass; Mr and Mrs Wil
Having gone to Revere. Mass . 19 and learned the owner of said; friends from Warren and adjoining
liam Richards, son Joseph of Thom
years ago. Mr. Burns had since be truck from the plates. No raiding towns.
aston; Mr and Mrs. Eugene F. Fales
Mrs. N. S. Reever, Miss Myrtie
come well known in that city. He , was done that night.
and daughter Elizabeth and cm
Herbert (Merry, a citizen of the j Reever, Fred Morton. Mrs. Gladys Bar
was a prominent member of the Poin;
Eugene of South Portland; Mr and
of Pines Yacht Club; had been one town for a number of years, who ton and Miss Sue Barton motored
Mrs William E Pester and daugh
of its trustees for many years, and removed to Massachusetts. Ls at Friday to Augusta.
ter Shirley Ann of Bangor and the
Mrs. Charles Bowers had as guest
had several times declined offices of present in a Malden hospital for
hostesses. Mr. and Mrs. Herbert fered him in this organization. He operation. His condition is com Thursday Mrs. George Oreenlaw of j
Fales. A chicken dinner was cn- j was employed for 33 years by the Bos paratively satisfactory.
the village.
joyed and a fine reunion held.
Miss Una Clark ot Augusta passed (
ton Post offlce. He was a member of
Mr and Mrs. William Roberts who
the weekend with Miss Myrtie Reever. [
WALDOBORO
the Sea View Lodge of Masons and
have been guests of Mr. and Mrs. E.
Mr ar.d Mi i. Jchn H. Miller have
Mr. and Mrs. Kent Newbert who
was on the membership committee of
P Starrett, returned Sunday to Dor
that lodge. He was born i.i Union. closed their camp at Medomak and have been touring Maine the past
chester.
are at thffir homr here.
week, were guests Sunday of Miss j
Me., April 24, 1874.
Mr and Mrs. Richard Clukey and
Mr Stella Butman of Round Pond Ella Mank. Following their visit they
Mr Burns leaves his wife. Mrs.
family and Mr and Mrs. Kenneth'
Elma A Burns, member of the Re wa? weekend guest of Mrs. Nelli? returned to Woodfords.
Crawford of Dexter visited Sunday
Mr. and Mrs Leavrltt Mank and
vere school committee for 12 years; Overlook.
with Mr.. Mo sman.
Mis. Abbie Montgomery Ls visiting Miss Phyllis Bowers recently accom
his father, John F. Burns of Union
• • • •
panied Mr and Mrs. Frank Jackson
Me.; five brothers, Leroy P. Reverdi her sister, Mrs. Nellie B Wade
,
Stiles-Carter
Mi s Clara S. Gay is a visitor at of South Waldoboro to Farmingdale,!
D. Arlington E. and William A., all of
An unusually attractive wedding Union; and Wesley L. Burns of Kansas the heme of her brother J T. Gay where they were visitors at the home
was solemnized Saturday afternoon City. Mo.; and two sisters. Mrs. Sadie end Mrs. Gay.
of Mr and Mrs. Millard T. Mank
Mi's Lila Hopkins is passing a
at 3 o'clock at the home of Mrs. Cunningham and Mrs. Grace Wil
Mrs. Geneva Eck ofMiaini. Fla., and
week's vacation at her home in Aetna. Miss Leila Clark of Thomaston called
Roderick J. McPhail when her liams. both of Union.
The announcement of the engage- recently at Mrs. N. S. Reever's.
granddaughter, Mary Rich Carter,
The funeral was held Friday at the
F. Morton, Mrs. G. Barton and J
daughter of Mrs. Calvin Carter, be Masonic Temple. Burial was in Ever m nt of James Waltz son of Mr and
Mr? Alden Waltz and Miss Cora daughter Sue, Mrs. C. Bowers, son
came the bride of Willis Stiles of green cemetery, Brighton.
Hcak. daughtor of Mr. and Mrs. Mil- Ronald, Mrs. Reginald Monahan and
Portland. The ceremony was per
Two dear old laaies, eviaently la :d Hoak, has been made.
formed by Dr. Charles Sharpe of
daughter Marline motored to the
Orono, a long time friend of the strange to traffic regulations, were
Lookout Station at Jefferson last Tues-,
bride and in whose Sunday School obeying the instructions: "Cross on
day.
Mrs Mary Matthews of the village, i
class of the Federated Church at the white lines.”
“They might have made these lines
Orono, she was ia member.
Mrs. Sarah Sldensparker and Miss
The ceremony took place in the a little wider, mightn't they, dear?"
Rena Wiley were recent callers on
HOUSEKEEPER fifty to sixty-flve
same room in which members of or.* remarked to the other—Mon years
of age. that wants a good home Mrs. Augusta Bowers.
Instead of high wages L C, BUNKER,
three generations of the bride's treal Star.
The Social Club met with Mrs. L.
Vinalhaven. Maine.
113-115
family have been married. The i
YOUNO woman wanted for general L. Mank Thursday afternoon with 14
housework and plain cooking
Tel members and six guests present. The
double ring service was used. The
CAMDEN 2319
115-117
bride was charmingly gowned in
program was conducted by Mrs. James
hand embroidered Philippine net
Mank; readings, Mrs. Edna White,
over satin. Her viel was of tulle and
Miss Bertha Storer; contest, Mrs. Lida
WALDOBORO
she carried a boupuet of white asters, i
Martin. The next meeting will be
TUESDAY, SEPT. 24
Preceding her ,as she entered the
with Mrs. George Greenlaw at the
room to the strains of Mendessohn's (
NOTICE—This is to give notice that village. It was decided to observe
"Wedding March" were her two
from and after this date I shall pay no mens night Sept. 28 at North Warren
bills
for any debts except those con
bridesmaids, Miss Mildred Demmons
with
tracted by myself. Sept. 21. 1935 a L. Grange hall.
ELISSA
LANDI.
KENT
TAYLOR,
RIPLEY
114-116
of
Thomaston
wearing
peach•
and FRANCES DRAKE
YARN—We are prepared to make your
organdy and Miss ;Mary Reed of
wool into yarn. Write for prices. Also
APPLETON RIDGE
yarn for sale. H A. BARTLETT, Har
Orono, gowned ln pink organdy, both
THURSDAY, SEPT. 2C
mony. Maine.
106-117
carrying bouquets of pale pink as
Cleon Butler of Union hat been
L. W. McCARTINEY, Plumbing and
ters and orchid cosmos. Mr. Stiles
Heatlne Tel. 63-M.
22 BAY VIEW employed by A. G. Pitman for ma
SQUARE. City
113-115
had as best man Charles A. Brown
Featuring
AN EXPERIENCED Practical Nurse, son werk.
of West Hartford, a brother-in-law.
housekeeper desires situation to care
JACKIE COOPER, MARY ASTOR
Callers Sunday at Leroy Moody’s
for Elderly invalid or Oeneral houseThe bride is the daughter of Mrs.
home were Earle Ludwick, George
keen'ni
In
small
family.
Write
SATURDAY, SEPT. 28
"NURSE" Care The Courier-Oazette.
Calvin Carter and was graduated
! Carter of Rockland, Mrs. Dorothy
114-116
from the University of Maine in 1931.
KEYS! KEYS! KEYS! Keys made to Bunker and two children. Hilll? Bry
She is a member of the All-Maine
order Keys made to fit all locks when ant of Islesfcrd, Francis Spragu? and
original keys are lost. House, Office oi
Women honor society and for the
Car. Code books provide keys for all Joseph Sauer of Jamaica Plain Mass,
locks without bother. Scissors and
past four years has been an assist
Knives sharpened Promnt servlcs. Rea and Moody Newfiall of Stoneham.
With BUCK JONES
sonable prices. CRIE hARDWARE CO., Mass.
ant in the University of Maine
Main St.. Rockland. Tel. 791.
106-tf
Library. Tlie bridegroom is the son
Miss Barbara Bryant of Islesfcrrf
Western Electric Wide Range
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock
of Mr. and Mrs. William Stiles of
Sound
land Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall orders is visiting Misses Lucy and Ruth
114-115 solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
106-tf Moody
12 Orant street, Portland; he ls a

i

EXPECT PLANE FOR
$700 ON SALE SOON
Experiment! Give Promise,
Director Vidal Says.

Mrs John Robinson of Warren Is
guest for a few days of Helen Smith
at the Knox Hotel.

Clayton Oliver and Mr and Mrs.
Ira Oliver spent Saturday and Sun
day in Friendship.
Fred Hinckley who parsed a few
days in town rt turned Friday to Bos

Every-Other-Daf '
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CONVENIENT

FOR SALE

Way to Pay Bills

BEST ORADE old growth mountain
wood for eale, under cover, thoroughly
dry; Junks 69 50. fitted. |10 WALTER
E. SPEAR. 236 Rankin St Tel 365-R
114*125
24-FOOT power double-ender for aale
or will trade for .mallei one Tel 3S6-I1.
CLYDE WHITCHER. Owls Head
113*115
BED. SPRING, nrw mattress. 2 dret<ei». sewing machine (drop headl mla<lon clock I tall I 4 burner oil atove. all i
tn good condition, write or call 11 |
UNION, St Rockland
115-117 1
FlV< room apartment to let. Sun j
porch.
new
furnace.
large
yard'
with fruit trees
Young. 64 Grace
S^Tel _163-R _ __________________ 115*11
CHEVROLET 1. ton panel delivery
Fr- -t'-'"v "ea very little mileage
Apply SO H-M ST Camden or Tel 724.
115*117 I
LEOITT'S CREEK no-alate anthracite.
Pocahontas lumpy toll coal; fitted hard
and soft wood J B PAULSEN Tri
Thomaaton 84-2
114-116
AU. kinda dr)' wood, fitted S9, Lumber 1
618 to 530 per M T J CARROLL Tel
263-21 Rorkland
115-tf
BARGAIN. Hudson Seal coat for aale
size 40 practically new
Worn by actraaa write B-O-B Care The Courier- ,
Oazette
115*117
ADDINO MACHINES Caah Krguters.
Typewriter" All makra. for aale. to let.
and repaired
Nrw Royal and Corona
portables 20 per cent caah dla ShawWalker office euppllrs. delivered free
Write MAINE SPECIALTY CO Rockland
or phone 144
114-116
BARGAINS ln second had stoves,
living room snd cook
ves. one small
Franklin, and furniture OROTTOWS
Stove Shop. 138 Oamden street. Tel
1214-M.
115-117
ONE 7 h p stationary gas engine for
sale, cheap B H COPELAND Thomaa
ton Tel 185-12
114*118
LYNN OIL Burner for kitchrn range,
complete with 50 gai steel drum. 810
Alao used Hoover electric cleaner. 67
PHONE 189-W
114*116
YOUNO OUERNSEY Cows for aale.
FRED L MILLER. Warren Tel. 15-13
113*115
WHY NOT ouy your lumber direct
from the manufacturer and aave? Alao
wood at the mill from 61 up Delivery
extra L. A. PACKARD. RFD. Thomuton
95-tf
GLENWOOD gray enamel comblnat.on
coal and <aa atove. small oak refrlgera- I
tor. quartered uak dining room set.
enameled top kitchen table and chairs,
bedroom set. wicker chain, set of Haei- ,
land china dishes Lionel electric train.1
Boy Scout's woolen uniform, mov.ng I
picture machine, boy a bicycle and !
child's crib and mattress for aale 111 I
LIMEROCK ST.
113-115
FOR SALE
All the shoe repairing machines be- 1
longing to the late C Fred Miller: One '
No 12 Landis machine for sewing on '
tape: one Singer Machine, for patches;
all other machines used In finishing;
one two hone power Oeneral Electric
motor; one shoe maker's bench MRS
C FRED MILLER. Camden. 19 Cross St I
______
109-117 ,
FOR SALE—Stover s Egg Mash and
Growing Feed 62 00 bag
Farmer's1
Favorite Dilry Feed 6173 bag
Oat; 1
tl 50 bag Wheat 61 75 bag
Mineral i
i Salt 1'sC lb. Turk's Island Salt 85c bu. I
1 Axe Handles 25c and 39c each. Salt Pork
I 21c lb Chlpeo 18c pkg Quick Arrow. '
I soap flakes. 2 pkgs 25c. Pride Soap 12 i
| tin 25c
Arrow Borax Soap lg ban I
6 for 25c Potatoes 17e pit Compound
i Lard 4 lbs 59c Rolled Oats 4 lbs 25c
| Gran Meal 5 lbs 19c 10 lbs 33c Buck
wheat Flour 10 lb bag 3Oc Johnson
Beans 90c pk Rolled Roofing $1 50 and 1
$2 50 roll. Dlrlgo Roof Coating 61 25 gal. i
Dlrlgo Roof Plastic 5 Ib can 89c Cement
90c bag Brown Sugar 5 lbs 30c 10 Iba
55c. Clabber Oirl Baking Powder 10 os I
I can 10c 5 lb can 70c Vinegar 27c gal. i
1 Prei-to Preserve Jars pts 83c qts 93c
2 pts 61 33 doz. Presto Jar Rubbrn 6 '
I dz 25c Jelly Tumblen 49c dz Casco
Paint all colon, tl 79 gal 59c qt
; STOVER FEED MPG CO. Rockland.
Maine Phone 1200.
115-117

Most people settle obligations by check in prefetence to cash because:
• checks prevent misunderstandings;
• they provide a record and receipt fot

each transaction;

>1 M

:

to let

• tliey enable thc depositor to avoid the

dangers of keeping a large sum of cash
at home or of carrying it on his person;

• tliey save time and trouble.
Through our checking account

facilities we

are

providing

valuable and helpful services

fo the people of this com
munity.

KNOX COUNTY TRUST CO.
ROCKLAND,

CAMDEN.

UNION,

VINALHAVEN,

WARREN

DYER’S
The past few cool mornings gave us a hint of the weather that
will be writh ut soon and made us all think of warmer clothing. We'd
like to tell you a few of the many article* for Men's and Boy*' Wear
we have to keep them warm and comfortable.

MEN'S ZIPPER JACKETS—foe either boyx or men.
We have a
number of different styles of these—In different weights, pat
terns. lengths and prices. These are one of the moat practiral
for everyday use. They stand lots of punishment; they wear
well; they look weU, and notice (he prices, only
...................—.......

.............. .........

............................................ S2.S0. $3.00, $3-75. $5.00

MACKINAWS in plaid shades, very pretty and warm: site a snappy
appearance; only
........... ..................... ..........
$5.00, $6.00, $7.50

LEATHER COATS—something very snazzy $6.50. $7.50. $6.50. $10.00
CHILDREN'S OVERCOATS ........................................................... $5.00. $6.00
HEAVY PULLOVER SWEATERS, wool

$1.98. $3.75, $5.00

FALL DRESS SWEATERS

$1.00, $1.98. $3.00

...................................

MEN'S OR BOYS' CORDUROY PANTS, in new colors

$3.00, $330

BOYS' CORDUROY KNICKERS—the kind that wear like iron $1.98
Andaa for DRESS PANTS for mrn or boys—Well, Just look them over

WILLIS AYER
"THE PLACE TO BUY YOUR BOYS' CLOTEJNG IN ROCKLAND ’

;

SIX ROOM second floor flat with
bsth to let. adulta only. Inquire LIL
LIAN BICKNELL. 82 Limerock 8t.
114*116
FURNISHED ROOMS to let Wtth
kitchen privileges, private family: bath,
built, appeared at the Show and he 1 heat, hot water. 81 UNION ST
Tel
__ ___________________________ 115-J20
aald he la hnlldlng a new mnrhine 836-R
THREE excellent rents for winter. In
which wifi Incorporate all the safety Rankin
Block, one 16. one 610. one with
features of the first one, hut with bath and hot water 113 EUGENE R
top speeds considerably above the 1 SPEAR 128 Rankin St Tel. 137-R
115*117
110 minimum demand.

Plane Speed in 15 Years
Shows Great Increase
NewYork.—Lengthening the mile
age of an overnight flight from 700
to 2.700 miles has been accom
plished in the last 15 years.
As a youthful pilot W. D. Wil
liams required all night to flv a
single-engined mail plane from New
York to Chicago in 1920. He pi
loted the plane recently, Inanguratlng overnight service from New
York to nine Pacific coast cities by
United Air Lines.
The transcontinental route touches
Cleveland. Chicago. Omaha, Chey
enne nnd ?Silt Lake city. Three
lines radiate northward to Canada
and southward to Mexico.

FIVE room tenement to let lately re
paired good as new Lights, toilet, water.
Rent reasonable Tel 1188-M E H
PHILBRIOK
115*1171
THREE room furnished apartment with
bath to let 16 week V. F. STUDLEY.
286 Main St. Tel 1154___________ 102-tf
FURNISHED kitchenette apartment
to let $3 50 week. V F STUDLEY. 286
Main Street Tel. 1154
112-tf
FURNISHED room with bath to let
277 Main street Over Capitol Lunch.
114*116
FURNISHED rooms for light house
keeping to let
Inquire 102 Broadway
store or Tel 307-R
113-115
LAROE front or side rooms first Class
ln every way. Hot water heat. Oppoalte
bath FOSS HOUSE 77 Park St Tel. UK)
114*11®
HOUSE with garage on Hill street,
near Broadway Apply at 294 RROAD|VAY Tel 104-M
113-115
FIVE ?*ND SIX room apartments to
let. redecorated, bath, heater, garage,
garden 12 KNOX ST. Tel 156-W

FIVE room apartment with garage to
let. ALICE FULLER 34 Linden Bt.
112-tf
Two Sets of Triplets
FURNISHED apartme: t to let. two
rooms heat, lights : nd bath. FOSS
Arrive About Same Time HOUSE
77 PARK ST. Tel. 330
101-tf
Providence, R. I.—There’s nn old
FOUR room apartment to let. unC3
5O
week.
furnished.
Toilet
and
ll^ht
saw starting “It never rains.” Provi
1154
dence Lying-In hospital was the V. F. STUDLEY. 286 Main Bt. Tel.112-tf
birthplace of 20,090 bnhies lipfore
FURNISHED apartment o let. All
a set of triplets was horn there. modern. Hot water heat. . Apply F. L.
Before the mother, Mrs. George SHAW. 47 No. Main St. Tel 422-R 109-tf
Hagoplan. was discharged with her
TENEMENT of five room to let. with
three daughters,
Mrs.
Ilohert garage. 80 MASONIC ST. ' »!. 299-W.
106-tf
Coughlin gave birth to two boys
HALF HOUSE to let. ln 1 rellent conand a girl.
•>
dltlon. Corner Warren an $ Knox Sts.
105-tf
Apply 11 JAMES ST.
FIVE-ROOM tenement b f let. cellar.
“There will be one good thing when shed, lights and flush. (SARAH E.
BARTER Tel. 213-R.
103-tf

the season's over,” remarked the

farmer who took summer boarders.
“I can shave this bunch of spinach off
my chin and pull my trousers legs out
of my boots '—Portland Express.

REAP THE

Buy a Clothcraft
WORSTED SUIT THIS FALL
You do not have to be an expert to appreciate that
a Clothcraft Worsted Suit is a profitable investment.

For service, fit, style and wearing comfort, we be
lieve a Clothcraft Worsted Suit will give you more
actual satisfaction and value for your money than
any other suit we know of at the price of

$27.50

$28.50

$30.00

WITH TWO TROUSERS

(Lirted with EARL-GLO)

BURPEE & LAMB
ROCKLAND, MAINE

®SOC* ETY

Comfortable Chair* Not

SAVE FUEL
BAKE QUICKLY

TOMORROW

Put in your kitchen one of the i

NIGHT IS

GLENWOOD

BANK
NIGHT
$50.00

RANGES

Mr. and Mrs. Huse N. Tibbetts I
and son. of Houlton, were weekend
guests of Mr. and Mrs. David <3. j
Hodgkins and Mr and Mrs. Ralph
Tibbetts. Accompanying them was
Miss Mae rise Blackington return- j
Rev. and Mrs. Paul Q. Brooks and lng from three weeks' visit with Mr.
daughter Arlene Ruth, who have
and Mrs. Tibbetts.
been guests ot Rev. and Mrs. C E
Brooks left Monday to visit Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Burgess who ;
Brooks' parents. Mr. and Mrs. have been at their cottage at Lake
Arthur Matthews ot South Reading. Megunticook for the summer expect
Vt., before returning to Chatham. to return to their home on Masonic
Mass. where Mr Brooks is pustor street the latter part of the week.
ot Uie Methodist church.
In addition to peraonal notea retard
ing departuiea and arrlvala, thia depart
ment eapeclally dealrea Information of
aoelal happenlnga parties, mualcala. etc.
Notea aent by mall or telephone arill be
gladly received.
TBLKPHONB------------------------------71# ae

IM

Miss Eva Albee of Whitefield was
Mr and Mrs. William Purdy ot weekend guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Waterbury. Conn. are at the Pearson Herbert Hall.
cottage. Rockland Breakwater for the
fall months.
Paul Durettc and family of Water
ville spent the weekend with Misses
The Educational Club meets Oct.
Lucille and Naomi Durette.
2 with Mrs Kxl Pnckard Rockport
for a day plcnlc. the hours 10 to 7.30.
Mrs. Nina Oregory had as lunch
Box lunch will be served at 12 30 and
eon
guests recently Mrs. Alice
ui tlie afternoon addresses by various
Oregory. Mrs Carl Packard and Mrs.
. peakers will make up an entertain
Pred Oregory.
ing program
Mrs. Pauline McWilliams and Miss
Ruth Crouse entertained two tables
ot bridge Thursday night at the
Chestnut street home of Mrs. McWil
liams. wtth honors falling to Mrs
Evelyn White. Earle D. McWilliams
and Robert Sadler. Late lunch was
featured by a birthday cake for Don
ald Crouse.

Members of the Senter-Crane store
crowd were the informal guests Sunday of Mrs. O O. Dolliver at her cottugv. Oak Lodge ln Cushing. The day
filltd with fun and goad fellowship
wa; climaxed bv a lobster dinner,
making another pleasant chapter in
the history of the store get-togethers.

Chapin Class holds an important
meeting tonight at the home of Miss

Harriet Parmalee.

Pletcher Brown returned Sunday
to Columbia University where he is
a medical student.

Mrs Ralph 1C. Wentworth ls Ln
Boston.
Mrs. Rcbert Dow and scr, Daniel
and Stephenson and Mrs. Francis
Do* and daughter Ramona are
visiting in New Bedford, and New
York City.

A communjcation from Fullerton.
Calif . under date of Sept. 18, says:
Mr. and Mrs Gordon Davis of North
Hollywood. Calif. are the parents oi
an Infant sen bom Sept. 16 at *he
Fullerton Cottage Hospital.
The
baby has been named Oordon Elden
Davis. Mrs. Davis was formerly Miss
Virginia Cooper of San Pedro. Calif.
Mr. Davis is the eon of Elden W.
Davis of Los Angeles, and brother ot
Mrs. Fred Schlendering of Fullerton
Calif., He is now under contract as
Sound Technician with Warner
Bras First National Studios in Bur
bank. Calif.

Mrs. Viva Kalloch. Mrs. Oardner
Prench and Mrs. Carl E. Freeman
won bridge honors when the W.I.N.
Club met Jor play Thursday at the
Oeorges River camp of Mrs. John
M. Richardson Play was preceded
by picnic supper.
Mrs. Charles H. Ames of Concord,
N. H.. is the guest of her niece.
Mrs. John Newman.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles W Morton
were guests Thursday of Supt. and
Mrs. E. A. Smalley, In Vinalhaven.

Miss Oail Sharpe has returned to
Vassar College to resume her
studies after spending the summer
with her grandmother. Mrs. E. D.
Spear. Maple street. She went back
on Thursday, motoring there with
Dr. Pred G. Campbell of Warren and
Lee Walker of Thomaston, on their
way to New Haven, where Mr.
Walker’s son, Douglas, also in the
Mr. and Mrs. Walter O. Frost of party, enters Yale School of Medi
Augusta spent the weekend at their cine.
former Rockland home.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Spurling had
as weekend , guest Paul Clark of

WED.-THURS.

STEP ON IT

Lewiston.

T Club had dinner Friday night at
Rockledge Inn.

Mrs. Carl Packard entertained the
Camden Whist Club at her heme
Saturday evening, with 10 tables.
Mr. and Mrs. Prank Hewett, Mr.
and Mrs. Pred Oregory and Mrs.
Alice Gregory motored to Pemaquid
Sunday.
Miss Blanche Stone of Lewiston
who Is spending two weeks with Mr.
and Mrs. Percy Spurling and Mrs.
Emmy Ripley is being shown many
social attentions.
Last Monday
night Mrs. iRipley entertained at
cards and lunch in her honor with
a prise going to Miss Louise McIn
tosh and a guest prize to Miss Stone.
Thursday Mrs. Charles McIntosh
gave a bridge luncheon, with Mrs.
Ripley winning a prize and a guest
prize for Miss Stone. Mrs. Ripley
again entertained Friday night, at
supper and cards, Miss Stone being
presented with a gift, and Oeorge
Crockett and Miss Marian Weidman
of Rockport carrying off highest
honors.

Elise Allen Corner ls a member of
the Dancing Masters of America and
her School of The Dance is open for
enrollment. Telephone 670, 22 Brewiffl-tf

BANK
ACCOUNT

IN THE KNOX COUNTY TRUST CO.
WILL BE AWARDED ABSOLUTELY FREE

You're breaking records with the
fastest couple alive!
Thrills . . . thrills . . . thrills!
Racetrack, motorboat, gridiron, he's
a death defying demon of super
speed!

FLORENCE

RICE

nORMAN foster
MARY

CARLISLE

Lumber! Hiliyer
A/c o

lu mb i a picture

WEDNESDAY NIGHT
IS BANK NIGHT
*50.00 GIVEN FREE

KRK©
Telephone 409
Matinee 2.00; Evening 6.45. 8.45

Be sure tn register and be at thr Park Theatre tomorrow night
for thc Bank Night award.
If a winner fails to claim thr
award it will be carried over and added to thr amount of the bank
account which will be awarded on tlie following Bank Night.

The brat range that can be made.
Trade ln Your Old Range

Priced from

$59

up

DON’T MISS OUT

Pay only $1.00 each week If you wish

BE ON HAND TOMORROW NIGHT AT THE

Burpee Furniture Co.

PARK THEATRE

ROCKLAND. ME.

llltf

Misses Virginia Proctor and Mar
garet Reed have returned from
Hyannis, Mass., where they had a
very successful summer ln congenial
employment. They have resumed
their studies at the Ballard Buslness School. Rockport.

Mrs. A. U. Patterson has returned
Miss Caroline Littlefield and Miss I
vinalhaven after being with her
Helen D. Perry were ln Portland daughter, Mrs Charles Schofield.
Friday and Saturday.
Col. E. K. Oould has returned
Dr. and Mrs. E. W. Peaslec and
from a short stay in Boston.
Mre Margaret Benner attended the
state Universalist convention ln
Ex-Mayor and 'Mrs. C. M. Richard
Portland. Saturday to Tuesday. Mrs. son were recently ln Waterville,
Benner who visited Mr. and Mrs. called by the death of Mrs. Richard
Pred Stewart is remaining until to son's brother Oeorge A. Rogers.
morrow. returning with her daugh
ter, Mrs. Oeorge Stewart.
Mr. and Mrs. Eric Love and son

Mr and Mrs P E. Perry and son
have returned from Lake View cot
Among those attending Parmlngtage Nobleboro, where they visited i ton Pair last week were Mr. and
the week of the 9th.
Mrs. T. N. Saunders and Mr. and
[ Mrs. Sidney F. Copeland of Warren.
Mr and Mrs C H. DeMott of NewBedford. Mass., were guests recently' Mrs. Harriet Jones of Vinalhaven
of Mrs Mae Perry.
is visiting her daughter, Mrs. Leo
Brault.
Mrs. Raymond Hoch and sons.,
David. Wesley and William, have re- 1 Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Gould left
turned from two months’ visit with | Saturday for Washington, D. C..
relatives In Dedham. Mass., and after visiting Col. and Mrs. E. K
Bethlehem. Pa.
Oould ln Rockland and Mrs. Oould's
parents. Mr. and Mrs Porter Lawry
•Mrs. Daniel enow and daughter
ln Vinalhaven. for several weeks.
Carlene. Mrs. Lawrence Leach and
daughter Jeanlne. and Mrs. Ronald
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Buffum had as
Messer and daughter Dale, were weekend guests Charles A Robinson
guests Friday of Mrs Dvelyn Robin and daughter. Miss Alberta Robin
son In Warren.
son. of Portland.

Iter street—adv,
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Mr. and Mrs. Albert Carver of
Vinalhaven were guests Sunday of
Mr. and Mrs. Ptrcy L. McPhee.

|
I

WEST ROCKPORT

Mr. and Mrs John Altor.en Jr..
Who .‘pent thc summer at thetr home
p
peetj
daughter Mr:, here, have returned to Connecticut
Q€;rg<, p Spragu? of Owl'g Head where they have employment.
wcre guests Q[
town an
Ja-eph Blake and a fellow worker
hut week.
cf Beverly. Mass, passed the week
end with Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Tol
Mr. and Mrs A. C. Ramsdell and man. On return they were accomson Winfield Ramsdell of Portland pan.ed by Walter Packard of East
motored to Haverhill, Mass.. Thurs- , Lynn who has been at the Tolman
day to attend the funeral of John H. home for two weeks Mr Packard
Mawhlnney, a fomrer business asso painted the Tolman house during his
ciate. They returned Friday.
stay here.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Tolman and
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Greene, daugh-j famlly v!iited Sunday wtth Mrs Tol
ler Ruth and Mrs Emily Greene havs ,nan-s parents Mr and Mrs h M
returned from Cooper's Beach where watts at Ea-t Union
they have been spending three weeks.
glng;ng s?w;ng
chjb wU,
at one of the Luftincottages.
h0-d ,u )fcal conteM at {hF Orange

Used in Jacobean Day#

During lhe Jacobean period all
furniture In England was stout and
reliable, perfectly ln keeping witli
tlie abrupt, vigorous life of the day.
obaerrea a writer in the Los An
geles Times. Chairs had great dig
nity then, with high, almost ver
tical bucks. Comfort was conspic
uously absent, for the wulnscot
chair, probably originally deriving
from the choir stall, was typical.
Chairs Increased greatly in num
ber nt the time of the common
wealth, because a new set of social
rules made It possible for muster
and man to occupy tlie same klud
of seat.
The restoration brought a nation
wide aversion for dullness. Carv
ing became popular ln furniture
and chairs with open hacks, almost
frivolous chairs, appeared. Spiral
turned legs for chairs appeared, due
to tlie Portuguese influence. Then
onk was replaced by walnut, tlie
delight of the muster carver. Gay
fabrics, often Imported, were used
at that time for upholstery.
Tlie period of William and Mary.
In 1688 to 1762, was short but vi
tal to furniture history. The queen,
herself, passionately fond of needle
work, was responsible for the wide
spread devotion among English la
dies to “petit-point.” Strong colors
were used and the results of such
work were striking upholstery fab
rics. Some of the chairs showed
fiddle-shaped backs.
Dignity was paramount in a Louis
XIV chair. Mellowed, the later
forms of the period lost their stiff
ness and achieved both grace and
comfort With Ixiula XV, however,
the rococo Influence Increased, re
placing a charming, restrained use
of ornament.

Mother Hubbard Dresses
Banned by Hawaii Maids
The flrst band of American mis
sionaries arrived In the Hawaiian
islands the year after the great
Kamehameha died and converted
hia widow who then reigned as
queen. Life became real and earnest
for the happy "kanakas" and by a
stern decree of tlie queen the old
songs, the old hulas, the abbre
viated grass skirts were abolished.
Eric of Dover-Foxcroft were Sunday
Every Hawaiian woman was
' hall Sept 27. Everyon? is Invited
guests of Mrs. Minnie Rogers and
The T Club met Friday nigh. at
handed a modest Mother Hubbard
and there will be no admission charge
daughters.
affair by the missionaries, say# a
Rockledge Inn.
Miss Clark, the county chib agent
writer ln the Chicago Daily News,
Miss Irene Weymouth who is In
The Henry E. Edwards families '111 be present to judge the exhibits and many ot them must have
a squirmed unhappily In their hot
government employ at the Quoddy ba‘vTc,"ed ;h “ ^7 pl’acw II ar'd award the Prizes
Project In Eastport spent the week- 1
'— -------------------■” b?
---------‘
and shapeless new garments. But
shert
urogram—there
will
a social
i A h Point and left by motor on reend with her mother. Mrs Emma
Mrs. E. C. Dow of Rockpcrt and the Hawaiian's love of music and
1 turn to their homes in Birmingham.
beauty cannot be quenched and ns
Weymouth, at The Highlands.
Mrs C S Maxey of Olencove were
! Mich.
the Puritanic queen (who had been
guests Thursday of Mr3. Henry a gay lady In her younger day) was
Ex-Mayor and Mrs. C. M. Richard
Mrs. A. S. Sncw and Miss Mabel Keller.
succeeded by her more liberal son
son motored to Bangor Friday.
Snow who have sc?nt the summer at
Mr and Mrs. J. F. Heal and Harold the stern decrees gradually relaxed.
The old customs were revived and,
the Middle street home have returned Heal dined Sunday with Mrs. W H
Atwood Levensaler was home from
fortunately, to this day we have
tc
Brookline
i
Telman.
OJeneov?.
The
company
University of Maine for the weekend.
the dances and gongs and happy
j spent the afternoon with Mrs. C. E
spirit which make tlie Hawaiian Is
| Rhodes Jr. at her cottage atMeguntiMr. and Mrs. Raymond Cross and
lands so memorable.
Carl Kalloch. Mrs. Herbert Kalloch
i ccb!? Lake.
Even before the death of the
Mrs. Henry Keller and daughters harsh queeu the Hawaiian women
and daughter Ebba. were guests
Dorothy and Arlene pa sed the week
began to do something about their
Sunday of relatives in Bar Harbor
ugly Mother Hubbard uniforms. They
and Southwest Harbor.
At the first warn end at Olencove.
cut off the sleeves and substituted
Mrs.
M
A. Fogler entertained the
ing
sneeze
—
quick
—
ruffles, tliey lowered the necks und
Mrs. Bernice Wolcott was thc
— a few drops up Mlrslon Circle Thursday afternoon
encircled these with ruffles and they
guest of friends in Skowhegan for
each nostril. Its Mrs. Mariha Clark of Camden assist added a fan like train to the anklethe weekend.
timely use helps ed her sister Mary Fogler in serving length skirts to give them grace.
prevent many colds. light refreshments.
Then they fashioned them of rich
Harold Vinal. Maine poet, who has
The Tuesday Club spent Tuesday brocades and sutlna, draped flow
been at “The Moors" hls summer |
at Spruce Head Ls'.and with Miss May er leis about their necks and were
home ln Vinalhaven. for the season,
Fcgler and Mrs. Clarence Munsey of beautiful once more. These gar
returns to New York, this week.
Rockland as hoststes. Clams steamed ments are still being worn, and are
known as “holekus."
ir. seaweed, and kb:ters were aug
Carlene Snow, Donald Thorndike
mented by broad ar.d butter sand
and Dale Messer were guests of
w:chc3, pickles, corn on the cob
Becoming a Senator
Jeanlne Leach Saturday to celebrate
brownies, cookies, coffee and fruit.
A man becomes a senator when
her second birthday. Birthday cake
Mrs MyTtle Wheeler and children he takes^his seat In a speech
with two candles, Ice cream and
made by a senator In deflning the
I l-age moved to Camd?n and are oc
cookies were served.
cupying a par. cf the Henry Woster right of Senator Holt to be admit
Here's a fair offer—get an Inexpen
ted to the senate, be said ln part:
sive jar of Kruschen Salta—Take as ftcucj cn Piearant street.
"There is a distinction and a differ
Mrs. Alice Oregory recently enter much as will He on a dime every day
M‘ca Emily Counse has arrived ence between the senator-elect
tained at dinner and sewing, her In your morning cup of tea or coffee
or ln hot w»ter.
heme from Harborside where the has from the date of the beginning of
guests being Mrs. Carl Packard. Mrs.
After the Jar is empty If you are not been employed during the summer.
his terra down to the time when
satisfied with improvement In health
Austin Smith, (Mrs. Irving Elwell, get
he actually assumes the duties of
your money back.
Miss Bernice Nutt has returned to
No more laxatives—no more cath
Mrs Blaisdell. and Mrs. Fred Greg
the office of senator and after thnt
artics—and no constipation when you Gcrham Normal School where she ’>
:
ory.
time.
. , . The elevation ot one to
take
your
little
dally
ptn-h
of
Krus

a
second
year
student
and
Miss
Doro

J
chen For tale by Blaisdell Pharmacy.
public office does not make him a
Corner Drug Store or any good druggist thy Nutt to the U. of M. as asenior.
Miss Madeline Philbrick is con
public officer. Until the person
elected has come to the sennte, has
fined to her home on Chestnut
entered the body, nnd has taken
street by Illness.
hls place as a member lie Is not In
TODAY AND WEDNESDAY
a position, nor does he have the
Mrs. Edward Ingraham and Miss
power nor the responsibility to east
Lucille Egan went to Boston Monday
a single vote, to register n single
Come
Early
and
Get
a
Seat
for a few days' visit.
official act which could Influence
any policy of the government.”
He Is Still Going Strong
Sherwood Watts of Allentown, Pa.,
is visiting her mother. Mrs. Nellie
How Lanolin Is Made
McKay, Broad street.
Lanolin is a fatty substance nhtnined from the grease of sheep's
Oilbert Wheeler of Brunswick
IN
wool nnd consisting chiefly of chulespent ‘Sunday with his daughter,
strin. The wool grease Is saponi
Mrs. Wilbur F. Senter.
fied by means of caustic soda and
the resulting emulsion Is diluted
Miss Lucy Walker has returned
with water. The lanolin then sep
arates Into fine particles, which, by
from Wileys Corner where she has
THURSDAY-FRIDAY
the aid of a centrifugal separator,
been the guest of Mrs. Ella Robinson
may be obtained in a creamy mass.
for several days.
JANET GAYNOR
It Is widely used ns n base In
salves nnd ointments, since It does
The society section of the Port
HENRY FONDA
not become rancid and Is somewhat
land Sunday Telegram carried a
antiseptic.
charming picture of Mrs. Pearl O.
JANE WITHERS
Willey of Camden, ln connection
in
U». of “Li.” and “Lay**
with which was this inscription:
The verbs “lie” nnd ’lay” are
“Mrs. Pearl O. Willey, the newly
A heart-warmin'! tale
often misused; “lie” is intransitive
elected president of the Camden
nnd tukes no object, while “lay” Is
of simple folk on the
Oarden Club, pictured In her attransitive and requires nn object.
great Erie Canal, when it
I tractive garden.
Mrs. Willey Is
“Lay” Is the causative form, mean
was one of the world's
1 greatly Interested ln civic work and
ing cause to lie. The past tense
wonders, the gateway
of ‘‘lie" ls “lay" and the past par
I gardening and has been an active
through which civilization
ticiple Is "lain”; the past tense of
j member of the garden club and its
took Its westward march.
"lay” Is “laid” and the past par
[ various activities. She has served as
ticiple “laid.” Example: “The book
| vice president chairman of the conlies on the table; it Iny tiiere yes
| servation committee, and for several
terday, in fact it has lain there
years has been a member of the
several days.” “He lays the blame
for tills where lie lias always laid
j executive board, the annual flower
lt.” “They laid down this rule.”
show committee, and has also been
a member of the conservation com
mittee of the Maine Federation of
“Horace ls going to teach me to lay
[ Garden Clubs."
cards so tha I'll know all about it
after we're married.”
Mabie Pillsbury of Ingraham Hill
"That’s right. What game ls he
has reopened her candy shop after
going
to teach you?”
having been closed for a few months,
Shows Mat. 2; Eve. 6.45 and 8.45; Cbn. Sat. 2.15 to 10.45
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Knit Frocks

$13.75
$16.75

$3.98
$5.95

All eyes are on knits this fall . . . and all eyes
will most certainly be on these values at FullerCobbs. You'll find them equally smart for
many occasions . . . bridge, golf and traveling.
You’ll find them flattering to both your figure
and your purse, too.
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CATCHING
COLD?

Vicks Vatronol

DIZZY
SPELLS

WILL ROQERS

“STEAMBOAT ROUND THE BEND”

‘THE FARMER
TAKES A WIFE”

ITALIAN RENAISSANCE
BLOUSES
In bright Satins and Taffetas,
Crepes

$1.98

Also Eggshell Crepes
WOOL JERSEY BLOUSES
Velveteens, at
$2.98

£

NEW FALL SKIRTS

All Colors
Flannels and Tweed Mixtures
$1.98 and $2.98

Twin Sweaters
Single Slipons
Button Frorits

jacket Styles

$1.50 to $3.98
BED JACKETS

Bed Jackets,
Shoulderettes,
Bed Socks,
Wool Shawls,

$1.98, $2.98
$1.00
$1.00
$1.50, $2.98

Mail and Telephone Orders Filled

Fuller Cobb Inc.

AAA
AUTUMN ADVISES ACTION
Are you prepared for the coming of Winter?

Isn't the house

entitled to a new coat, of paint? or the roof to reshingling?

Storm

doors and outside windows keep out lots of cold and add much to

comfort and happiness of the family.

Here is money to help you

secure these things, and we can arrange very easy terms to meet your

requirements.

ITKISI

—adv.

1X5-117

“I

think he called it solitaire.''

18 SCHOOL STREET,

ROCKLAND. ME.
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Every-Other-Day

HAD A VARIED EXPERIENCE

REVOLUTIONARY PENSIONERS
OF

“YOU AND YOUR CAR

AT STRAND THURSDAY-FRIDAY

(Continued Prom Page One)
Cuban revolution, being mastered
——----- —----- ----- ---------- ——— ; out In Havana.
Points of Personal In
company was playing tn Pittsburgh
After the war he returned totSaco i
He wired to New York for a man to It was the first time he had been
terest to Every Motorist
take his place went down lo the re home since leaving at the age of 14
cruiting office and enlisted as soon He worked ln the woods. In the mills
as the telegram was filed. He was at Biddeford and Saco and then
By Edward Kallorh Gould, State Historian of Maine
given duty at the recruiting office in went to New York and a Child's
'CHAPTER XXXVII i
Pittsburgh, because of his experi restaurant managership. Next he
ence and previous service,
Brttuit
Morton
he served that do not appear in the
came back to Saco, served In the
At that time the Pennsylvania City Government and ln 1933 went
Bryant Morton of Camden, was off trial record Just quoted
It's a pity when the filling station 1 ing string of cars 126 feet in length. National guard was being brought to Alfred as Jailor.
a captain of the 3d Company: list
On Juw>
18a0' hu famll>' con.
...
.
. slsted of his second wife Sally, age
attendant takes so much trouble to That Is. assuming your engine takes 1 up to war strength and recruits
He has had experience in hand- .
of seacoast officers stationed at ..
., .
..
_ .
45 years, his daughter Betsey, age
wipe the windshield clean that some the gas as it should and all of its ' were coming through this office, j (lng prisoners before that, for durFalmouth.
Casco
Bay;
commissioned
yeara
Heartek
16
y<ars
wh0 „
drivers have such difficulty seeing various ignition units do as you ex-[ They handled more than 20000 of ing the war he was for a time In
pect them to. And if the driver of I these, before Johnson was sent west charge of prisoners captured, as well in the place of Capt. John Rtoe; al- -burst". Betsey Oardner. his wife's
safety through it.
the other car takes tt Into his head j to Camp Hancock Hancock In as soldiers of the American army so captain of a Company stationed mother age 81 years. Betsey Pottle,
Brvasher Cap No Frill
Georgia where he broke cavalry who were punished for various of on the seacoast at Cape Elizabeth
*Ue s “»“8hter age 30 years, and
The oil filler cap seems to be one to speed up. or race you. the sltua- j
horses and trained rookies and even fenses.
and Scarborough .Maine) engaged hU 8™ndd.ughter. Ur. Packard.
of those things you Just push down tion ls juzt that much more com-1
tually went overseas with the 'First
age 10 years.
While he firmly believes that
and forget about, yet it can be the plicated.
„
Division In France he was mack’ prisoners should be well treated Jan 4. 1776 and served to Sept 1. Aaron Mossman w|(
One
Wurth
Mulling
Over
cause of anything from a bad oil
1776;
also
Captain
In
Col.
Mitchell's
1757
ln
8udbury
,
Mm8
.
came
to
an Instructor In the use of the (
leak to a fatal accident. If It Isn't J A friend of mine who goes in for French 75. When the outfit he had | and Is absolutely against the old
Massachusetts
Regiment,
service
Thomaston,
and
settled
South
of
brutality methods, he Is not obsess
down enough to prevent escape of' th? technical side of motoring tells
in charge was ready he went lo the ed with the idea that it is possible from Sept I, 1776 to date of dis- Chlckawauka Pond, within the pres-,
fumes from the crankcase, and the me that after he has gone down a '
front with it and remained during to reform them all He does feel charge Nov. 25. 1776; Company ent
of
of Rocklandengine ls In bad condition, the long hill, using the brakes freely,
its first engagement, then went back that under proper conditions many stationed on the seacoast at Cape wbere
had a grist and other mills j
driver is apt to be gassed to a point there ls more chance of the car 1
to the training camps and instructed of them can be reclaimed Most of Eltzabeth and Scarborough
The He marrled Hepzibah Hosmer Maywhere he will be unable to think pulling to the right or left If the
a new group.
these, he thinks are the men tn census of 1780 places him in Berwick 28 1782 “ Sarah Oardiner. June
clearly in an emergency. If the cap brakes are then applied suddenly.
When the 28th division, which was I 'alls.
with a family of 10. names not given. 16 18l<- and dled ^ov18*°- age
ls down tightly, provided It also Sounds queer, but his explanation I
the
Pennsylvania
outfit,
got
over
he
This
he
explains
thusly:
A
man
In
1799
he
Is
surety
on
the
bond
of
83
?****■
serves as a breather pipe for th" ls simple enough He points to the
Aaron Mossman i2d» served In thc
crankcase, excessive pressure wiil be fact that since the front breaks are was assigned to that and remained who lands in State's prison ls usu Hannah Mace, administratrix of the
war of 1812 as a private In Capt
with
it
until
the
end
of
the
war
and
ally
one
who
has
served
sentences
estate
of
Thomas
Mace,
and
his
built up Inside the crankcase This more exposed they are better cooled
Jacob Auld & Company of Artillery, i
will cause oil to find escape around than the rear ones. After a long 1 then was in Germany with the army In jail or Jails Such a one either residence is given as Camden.
Mass. Vol Mtllta. In the service ol
of
occupation.
by
natural
bent
or
through
environ

the rear main bearing.
Comrilus Mortgn
period of use on a downgrade the
Will it br thr Mark rarth and thr fragrant rrops of thr farm or thr turbuJohnson w as born in Saco 48 years ment has become a confirmed crim
the United 8tates at the Forts and
If the engine has an efficient rear drums expand more than the
Cornelius Morton, of Friendship, Garrisons at Damariscotta. St Irnt. glamorous lifr of thr walrrwayt? Thai is thr qurst on theae two young
crankcase ventilating system which front ones. This makes the front ; ago At 14 he left home and shipped inal and the only way to deal with was a private in Capt Philip M
lovers. Janet Gaynor and Henry Fonda, discuss in this arene from "The
permits a tight oil filler cap be sure brakes more effective and brings in as a cabin boy on a tramp steamer him is to keep him where he can do Ulmer's Company. Col Samuel Mc George. Edgecomb and Phipsburg. 1 armrr Takes a Wile.”—adv.
Maine.
and
for
the
next
two
(years
wandered
no
harm
to
society.
But.
says
John

to keep it tight. But If the oil filler to focus any lack of equalization be
Cobb's Massachusetts Regiment In
John Naaoti
all over the world, for the captain son. there are exceptions There are
pipe also serves as the crankcase tween them.
the expedition against Castine, serv
on at Ihe p'aro; flag 'alute. club Margaret Troup. Agnes John-on and
of
the
tramp
was
its
owner
and
a
John Nason, of Hope was born ln
men
who
land
in
prison
on
thelr
breather be sure that the points
Helps Quirt Noisy Gear
ing from July 8. to Sept 24. 1779.
Woolwich.
Oct
15.
1797.
While
residpledge;
rol1 ca!1 ar’swn*d bv P™* Donald C!arlt
trader
j first slip and many of them can be
which hold the oil filler cap up are
Dec. 11. 1776. Cornelius Bradford
Ject. hours ard wo k acc'mpl'shed: j Margaret Pratt and Ruth Mors
I am constantly receiving letters
ing
at
Woolwich
he
enlisted
tn
Capt.
This brought him Into contact reclaimed
not bent so that the cap drops down
business; trmarks by lecal Leader were in charge of candy sales.
of Meduncook 'Friendship! was ap
from drivers who want to know what; wtth all types of men. the tough
John Hinckley's Company. Col. Mc
Jail prisoners are for the most
too far.
Mrs. Hupp"r and County Club Ag-nt Three relay gam"' with prizes were
pointed guardian by the Lincoln
to do to quiet the transmission when '
Cobb's
Regiment.
Massachusetts
guys, men who. were wanted for part, those Just starting in crime A
Miss Clark After Miss Clark had played. Mrs Herbert P'erson. Mrs.
Speed Is Too Coatly
County Probate Court of Cornelius
running in second. These come
troops ln June. 1779 and marched
crime and all sorts of people. He very large number of them, he be
given an Intere-tlng talk on the clubs' James Tavlor M-s. Arthur Barter,
Morton, minor son of Cornelius
More and more evidence ls piling from owners of older cars and they 1
from Georgetown to Boothbay'. Here
learned much which was to be val lieves. can be stopped and started
achievements she presented the 24 Mrs James Troup, and Mrs James
Morton, late of Medumcook.
up to prove that fast driving costs know before they write me that the j
his Regiment Joined the expedition
uable ln later years After that he right. The big factor in this says he.
girl', who had finished this year’s i Cant, Judges
Seven in and Seven
In the war of 1812. Cornelius Mor
too much I am speaking of cost in only real remedy is to replace all ■
against Bagaduce where he served
was in the show business as a stage is close personal contact, winning
_
.
work and bad enrolled for 1936 with Out" and Tucker completed the
ton served as a private in Capt. S.
terms of dollars and cents, leaving worn gears, shafts and bearings In j
“ .7. 77L
pr7ent nbbons and pins
evening s entertainment
carpenter, as told. He tended bar their confidence, learning their storv
, Parker's Company, Lieut Col. E.
out of the picture for the time be the gearbox Yet they hope for a
in fashionable hotels, bars and and K^Jhem •.helpin^hanA Hr | Th.tcher'S Regiment Massachusetts at the selge and battle of Bagaduce
Subject ma'ter and recreation were
The cooking and housekeeping
ing the matter of safety Dollars simpler remedy (In such cases I
Having served four months he was of this composition: Piano solo girls of the AbnakU Club prepared
saloons. but never took a drink As he has been making use of this theory
Volunteer Militia, which was stacertainly go farther when speed is suggest making a test of the car to
discharged ln Oct. 1779.
says, a bartender of the old days since being ln charge of the jail ,~
Betty Imlach: club story "Mv Sea- and served a supper Thursday at the
tloned at Friendship
,
. „
,
...
cut down.
see at what particular speed, in
H
^wZI* Xn'y C^ sen's Work ' Arleen Coolbroth; dem- home ol thelr leader. Mrs Andrews,
had an opportunity to study human he^a correct*
A survey of oil consumption by second gear, the transmission runs ‘
nature.
onstration. "Hemmed Patch," Celia On the menu were bak'd beans, cabcars operated by fleet owners showed most quietly. I urge them to aim
He will work along those lines
Burtons Regiment Massachusetts Wall and Doris Paferon; recita- bare salad, pickles, brown bread.
Hr also served an enlistment in
traction and Puritan faith from
that the trucks used less oil than the for this speed whenever obliged to I
State troops, which was also under tions, "What Counts." Mary Barter: . cocca and pie. Twenty-two were
the regular army and was in tiw when he takes over the management
Plymouth. Cape Elizabeth and other
passenger cars Whereas the trucks use second gear I add the further 1
Oen Peleg Wadsworth The Com- -IVb Achievement That Counts’ present After supper the club elected
Army of Occupation during the at Thomaston
western places, who settled at
consumed one gallon of oil to every suggestion that they hold several j
pany marched to Camden, to guard Doris Patterson; “Re-ults and Roses,” these officers: President Celia Wall;
Medumcook.
now
Friendship
35.95 gallons of gasoline the passeng fingers of the right hand against the >
the coast from British maurauders. Paulin" Cameron: club story. Alfred v ce pres'drnt. Arlene Falla secreWhether he came with the first set
er cars used a gallon of oil to every shift lever, about half way to the i
where he served until transferred to Leppantn; demonstration, soil test- tary,
Marjorie Wall;
treasurer
tlers of Friendship In 1743. ls not
29 78 gallons of fuel The difference base, so as to help check vibration, j
St George where he continued do- mg" Ma’colm Wiley; song. Edith Margaret Troup; cheer leader. Betty
known,
but
hts
was
among
the
22
ls due largely to the higher speed at
Two Hints For Tourists
Ing duty as a soldier until discharged Rawley and Betty Jchnasscn; piano Imlach; color bearer Agnes Johnson;
tamilies there In 1754
He came
which the passenger cars traveled.
Broadca ting Company There will
fContlnued from Page One)
after eight months service. He con- solo Donald Clark three club stories, reporter Alvalene Pierson,
In a number of cases I have found
from
Kingston.
Mass,
and
married
It ls difficult to set any arbitrary
be remo'e control from the paritinued to live in Woolwich until
less traffic and easier going by us-)
Jane Johnson.
speed as the point at which oil and
1788. when he removed to Canaan
mg old routes through cities rather of an energetic and intelligent over •nutuel boo'hs and the vaudev lie
gas consumption rises to extremes than by following the bypasses. Ex- j sight.
Aaron Mossman
•age and local control from thr
inow Lincolnville. Maine.' where he
One car may run economically at a
* * * *
i iudges' stand. A telephone system ts
Aaron Mossman of Thomaston resided until 1838 when he moved to
pertence demonstrates that traffic I
faster speed than another. In spite
flows toward the better and easier i The various announcemer 'j w.ll j atf0 available. The Baer-Louis fight was a laborer. His military record the neighboring town of Hope. Nason
of rapidly mounting speeds, how
be clearly heard all over the fa -- vtll b? broadcast tonight,
as it appears in Massachusetts was a Revolutionarv pensioner.
routes.
ever. the most economical speed is
....
Solders and Sailors of thc Revolu
(To be continued)
You can drive with less fear of a j ground thanks to the public addre s
AIR-CONDITIONED GASOLINE
still surprisingly low. For one of
The race each day start at 1 tion ls:
blowout on a rainy day because the system installed again thts year bv
the most powerful twelve-cylinder
rhe
Oratrlx
Radio
Service
the
pror
’
c'.cck.
daylight
time.
C'car
TolPrivate ln Capt. Hayes. CompanyrFNANT’S HARROR
tires are being cooled by water on the
PLUS CLEAN BURNING GUARANTEE
cars it ls 20 miles an hour. Oil
road. On a dry day It ls advisable to prletor of which H A Oratrlx ot man of Sou’hwe't Harbor ts the Col. Jonathan Brewer's Massachu
Mr and Mrs Niles Cameron and
wastage is most pronounced during
stop at least every 50 miles to per South Portland being In personal starter, and C. Earle Ludwlck. by epe- setts Regiment; discharged Aug. 28. Ml-' F'~n Cameron amended the
GREATER NET POWER.
sudden deceleration, due to the fact
mit the tires to cool Select a level J charge Fe uses the ribbon micro- c al requv-t of the management will 1775. he was also a private in Capt C:a:t Guard banquet held at Portsthat the pistons are sucking against
Asahel Wheeler's Company. Col. muth, N H
spot so as to avoid setting the hand phone similar to that of the National get the horses away at the turn.
a closed throttle. The partial vacuum brake Brake drums may warp If
John
Robinson's
Massachusetts
4-H Club Notes
within the cylinders during the suc cooled while the brake is set
ruests of Mr. and Mr Franklin G R-glment. which marched Feb 4.
Tbe Abnakis Olris and Manhat-I
ROCKPORT
tion strokes, therefore, cause oil to
1776. service 26 days He also served an Bovs Clubs held local contests
Prest.
Owners Ask Some Queries
suck up from the crankcase. Usually
Raymond Perkins a member of thc
Mr. ar.d Mr Fverett Cccmbs and tn the same Company and Regiment and club demonstrations at Morris
Q. Will you kindly Inform me
If a driver has to make a series of why it is that the startermotor of my faculty at Erskine Academy. Scuth Mr. and M-s. Gso ge Prwev? in the Northern Department for 41 hall with a large attendance The
quick stops he is also driving too car groans more when I try to start
China was weekend gue't at the vt'lto-s Sundav at the home of Mr. days, being engaged Sept 28. 1777. mect'ng wa* called to order by the
fast for conditions and is simply with the engine well warmed? L. O
and Mr' Fr-d Pr:e't
In his declaration for pension he Manhattan Boys' president James
hotne of Mr and Mrs Irvin Cain.
wasting gasoline building up speed
Albert Robinson is having a vaca gives additional details of his service Cant. On the program were these
A. Compression is higher when
which he can't use.
Mrs Irene Wolfe, who has been tion from hh duties a' clerk at th" and mentions organizations in which numbers: Club song. Alvalene Pierthe pistons and rings are expanded
Mnrhanic Joe Speaking:
visiting
her mother Mhdame Lea Fir t Na’lone.1 Store. Cha-lrs I eland
Evidently there is a poor ground
"After so many years of broadcast connection or the starter brushes Luboshutz. returned Friday to Phila- of Camden is acting as rub ti u'e.
Miss M Elizabeth Amts, field recing my voice ought to be getting a need attention If this situation is aelphia.
Madame Luboshutz and
retarv for the Good Will Hom- Assolittle husky, but I always seem to not looked Into and corrected now
guest Mrs. Albert Wolfe plan to leave I cial.on pre.entPd the werk before an
have enough vocal energy to be you can expect starting failure when
Wednesday for that city.
appreciative audience a’, the Baptist
heard The evidence of this is the cooler weather arrives.
Mr and Mrs Herbert Ingraham Church. Sunday morning, u-ing the
increasing number of letters from
Q Do you recommend the prac
°f
car owners who heard me say that tice of racing the engine for a and family of Skowhegan spent the slit*s
work founded by Rev George W
It is best to select the right sort of moment or two when the carburetor weekend with Mr. and Mrs Maynard HlncUey
flgo Mrs Cur.
time and weather conditions for hav shows evidence of being clogged?
C Ingraham at the home of his) rier the pastor's wife sang very
ing the car serviced. Many of them H. W. tf
claim they cannot be so particular
A. I always am reluctant to re father. Enos E Ingraham on Pleasant beautifully, ihe 'ong. "The Silent
street.
1 Hills." the words and music of which
and want to know if there ls some commend anything for fear owners
The
William
H.
Chatfields
have
wrltten
will overdo things. The best policy
substitute.
“I think there is. If you cannot seems to be for me to make a sug closed their cottage on Beauchamp
MPAMY
have the engine looked over on the gestion and have the owner engage Point and went Friday to Madeira,
Youthful For Autumn
sort of hot day were driving when his service man to apply the remedy Ohio.
the engine overheated why not run for him. Racing the engine for an
Mr. and Mrs Frank Farmer of
the engine outside the shop, with instant is an excellent way to clear Boothbay Harbor were guests 8atui the spark retarded or the radiator carburetor jets, but the engine day and Sunday of Principal and
covered, until you have the equival should be warm and there should be Mrs. Sydney P. Snow. Mrs Farmer
ent of a summer day. ‘Moisten the reasonable assurance that the car was formerly assistant at the Rock
plugs and the distributor if you want buretor really Is at fault.
FOR YOUR
OFFICIAL ENTRY BLANK IN THE
port High School.
to have the service man check
Q I have always had trouble
Miss Annie Russell Is a patient at
trouble that you notice only on starting thc engine of my car The
the Knox Hospital, Rockland. The
starter-motor seems to labor too
damp or rainy days."
exact nature of her ailment has not
much. To solve thts problem I have
Musical Stop Not Abrupt
been diagnosed but a hopeful view
received
no
end
of
suggestions.
One
Don't become too excited about
was taken as to her condition
stopping if the tires of the car of them is that the timing is too far
((
Mr. and Mrs Frank Rider and Mr
ahead start squealing during a slow advanced. Does this sound reason and Mrs. E. A. Champney enjoyed a
down. When tires squeal the break able? G. G. (M.. Jr.
A. Incorrect timing will cause motor trip Sunday to Bar Harbor,
ing section Is being taken between
starting
delay, of course, but it Would and Cadillac Mountain and on re
THIS WEEK’S CONTEST
the rubber treads and the road sur
turning home, via Bangor, visited
face. Rubber makes a poor brake. not cause Ih? starter-motor to labor, points in Aurora and Waltham. By
CLOSES SAT., SEPT. 28
Also when there is tire squealing especially through the first few ron Rider accompanied them to
It costa you nothing to enter the Westinghouse "Feature
the indications are that the car is moments of cranking. Remember Searsport where he spend the day
Popularity Contest” ,.. and a simple 50-word statement
stopping with not more than two of that since the mixture does not fire with his grandparents. Mr. and Mrs.
its brakes working properly Beware immediately during the cranking Myron Parker.
may win you a beautiful De Luxe Model Westinghouse
instead the car that slows down process the matter of timing Is inot
Refrigerator. We’ll gladly give you «n Official Entry Blank
Offlcers
of
Fred
A.
Norwood
W.R.C
important until the second stage of
without benefit of noise.
... explain the contest... and show you all the intereating
are requested to attend the regular
the process.
Now I'll Repea,t One
meeting next Priday night for re
Westinghouse features, so you can ehooee your favorite.
A published book makes free use
Here Is a real bargain in Engraved hearsal in preparation of inspection.
There’s nothing to buy, and no obligation. Why not drop in
of my original idea about looking Visiting Cards. 100 White or Ivory
Mrs. C. W. Henry retumeo Sun
and see the Revolving Shelf... Eject-o-Cube Trays...
New York-Parit Pathions
into store windows for reflections Engraved Visiting Cards from your day to Philadelphia after spending
Triple-Storage Compartment... and all the other Westing,
that show how' much room you have own plate $1.00. 100 Engraved Visit the summer at Orchard Farm. Beau g.MART accessories distinguish
house advantages for yourself? The more you know about
this youthful Autumn ensem
behind when backing Into a parking ing Cards, paneled, from your plate, champ Point.
the
Westinghouse Refrigerator, the better your chances will
ble, all combining to complement
space so I feel justified in borrowing $1.15. The Courier-Gazette.
Mr. and Mrs. John Garrett, who
the
high
style
but
simple
two
piece
be
to
win one.
a thought from another one of the
have been occupying an apartment frock of Acele, to be had in dark
many new booklets on safety in
in the Minnie Weed hou'e, Limerock blue, black, deep green, wine and
PRIZE REFRIGERATORS GIVEN BY
driving. It concerns the business of
WE BUY
st.eet. for the summer returned Mon brown. The off-the-face felt hat,
passing other cars that are going
saddle leather top handle bag and
day to Philadelphia.
your way. To get around one that
Mrs. Harry Collamore has employ the plggrain gloves toned ln urown
Clarence E. Daniels
WE HITE A COMPLETE DISPLAT ANO FULL
and beige help to form n charming
is moving 40 miles per hour you
JEWELER
ment for the winter in Philadelphia
combination with the frock which
870 MAIN STREET. ROCKLAND
TO POPULARIZE NEW FEATURES
virtually have to do the same as
CONTEST INFORMATION ... COME INI
Clarence Luther and Miss Heater ls ln rich deep blue wltb blue crys
71-tf
vou would in tn ine to pass a stand
Champney of Borton were weekend
tal buttons.
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